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ABSTRACT
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Hospital restructuring has become coilmonplace in todayrs
competitive healt.h care market. Of ten, such restructuring
results in significant effects on the employees of the
organizatrion. Registered Nurses who conEinue Eo deliver
patient. care at t,he bedside may find thefiIselves caught between
duty to Eheir patienE,s and duEy to Eheir employer, yeL there
is Iitt,le research available which evaluates the effect of
restructuring on either the nurse or the patienE. fhis
descriptive sEudy analyzes staff Registered Nursesr
perceptions of E,heir work environment f otlotrring restructuring.
Principles of restructuring, ds delineaEed by Freeman &
Cameron, se:lred as the theoretical framework for this
analysis. A convenience sample of RegisEered Nurses of a
Iarge Midwestern metropoliE.an hospiEal was asked to conqrlet,e a
quest,ionnaire relating to aspects of resEructuring ruithin the
hospiEat, percepE,ions of the work environmenE, and paLient
care. Result,s showed that Registered Nurses perceived Eheir
currenE, urork environmenE to be more sEressful since
rest,ructuring and patienE, care to he seriously compromised.
Implications are presenLed and recofltrnendaEions for both health
care inst,itutions and the profession of nursing are offered.
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Introduction
Today's hospitals are complex organizations conqlrised of
elaboraEe corporate sErucEures, extr)ensive technology, and
highty skilled professionals gaEhered EogeEher Eo provide care

to acut,ely iI1 paE,ients. Although hospirals iniEially were
created aE charitable endeavors to care for Ehe indigenE sick,
it guickly became clear Ehat hospitals could become money
making enterprises (Ashley, Lg7 5 , p. 3 ) . CtrrrenEly, it is
precisely this money making realiEy which has drawn the
attenEion of poliLicians and consumers alike who now cry for
health care reform and the reducEion of health care spending.
Ant,icipaE,ing sweeping changes, iltany hospit,als have already
inqllemenEed their own cost - saving progralns, evidenced by maj or
organizational restrucLuring and dorrnsizing of Ehe urork force

(Bunch, :-:992; Darling & Luciano, f985; Pet,erson & Fisher,
1991; & Rozboril , 19 8? ) . AdministraE,ive inE,enrentions
inqllemenEed during Lhese difficulE times are. reducEions in the
urork force, uniE or hospital mer5lers, acqtrisitions unrelaEed
Eo health care, and the elimination of elccess posiCions

(Appenzel1er, 1993; Buch & Aldridge, 1991; ,fohnsson, 1991;
PeEerson & Fisher , 7-99L; & Ei-rrunermann, 1993) '
negist,ered Nurses 1Rt-ls) , corqrrising a large percenEage
of the professional staff enployed hy hospitals, have
weathered many changes which have affecEed Eheir numbers and
E,he

way in which Ehey conduct Eheir activit.ies.
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profession of nursing, arising from the belief E,hat caring is
nwomen's workn, has always struggled with the conflicting
val-ues of duty and the desire to care for oEhers and [he right.
Eo control and define nursing practice (Reverby, 1987) . Past
research on nurses' perceptions of Eheir work environment has
indicat,ed that nurses most value the intrinsic naEure of their
work but, feel thwarted professionally by Ehe conditions under
which they are forced to operate and by hospital environment,s
which are seen to he the leasE auEonomous of all work
environments (Seymour & Buscherhof, 1991) .
Although research is prevalent regarding Ehe effects of
restrucLuring in the corporaEe business conurunity, Iit,Ele has
been published regarding nurses' percepEions of Eheir newly
restrtrctured work environment,. 'the purpose of the presenE
sEudy is to describe how hospital resErr.rcEuring has affecE,ed
nurses

I

t percepEions of their work environment.
Review

of

Ehe LiteraEure

The lit,erature was revi-ewed from several aspects

t

t

relevant, Lo the study, including t,hat, related to the effect of
rest,rrrcEuring on Ehe surrrivors who remain in the organizaLion,
nurseat perceptions of their work environment, and sErat,egies
for ef fective restrucEuring or dotrmsizing of businesses.
A review of business liEerature reveals Ehat
organizational dor.msizing has become conmon pracEice in Lhe
past decade due Eo a major resEructuring of E,he economy and
Ehe proliferation of global markets (Cameron, L994a; Freeman

o
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b
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t
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a
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and Cameron, 1993; & WesEerman & Sherden, 1991-) . However, Ehe
literature atso reveals thaE, few reorganizaE,ions or downsizing

sErategies have proven t.o be successful in improving
organizational efficiency or achieving the outcomes
anticipated (Brockner, 1-990; Cameron, 1994b; Ford & Perrewe,
1993; Tombaugh & wtrite, 1990; & Westerman & Sherden, 1991-) ,
Freguently, organizational restrucEuring focuses on economic
issues aE the expense of human ones. Inevitanlyf Inanagers in
such organizat,ions find themselves faced with a host of
'rpeople problemsn requiring atEention- The feelings and
behaviors of remaining enployees are so often ident,ified, they
have acquired the label il sunrivors' slmdromeil (Boroson &

Burgess, 1992, p.43)

.

Ert[lloyee Responses to Restructuring

In a sEudy involving

Ehe remaining erployees

of

a

downsized petrochemical planE (Tombaugh & Wfiite, 1990) ,

I

t

o

participants were asked t,o respond Eo quesEions involving
their tuork environment as Lhey recalled it, prior to the
restructuring and as they extrlerienced it af tenrard. 'Ifte
researchers found that the dissat.isfacEion eqlloyees expressed
was positively related Lo Ehe magnitude of difference beEween
pre- and post-organizaEional change in values. Sunrivors
reporting the greatest amount of dissatisfacE,ion also report,ed
the greatest increase in post-change leveIs of work role
stress, specif ically, role ambiguiEy and role conf lict (p . g+ ) .
Specific corrplaint,s regarding Ehe changed environment included
Ehe failure of managemenE to provide effecEive leadership,

I
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confusion in decision making, restricted comilunicaE,ion, lack
of clearly st,aEed organizalional policies and procedures, and
iI}-defined performance standards. An obvious shortcoming of
E,he sEudy rests in asking employees Eo remember t.heir prechange perceptions after E,he organizational change has
occurred. Although the element of posE,-change bias IIlEly be
present in E,his ELudy, iL is clear thaL some change in
organizational values at some level was perceived.
In a study examining personal and ext,ernal coping
mechanisms and t,heir inpact, on job stress following
organizational rest,rrrcEuring (Shaw, Fields, Th.acker, & Fisher,
1993) , it was learned thaE a sense of personal conErol was
most, sErongly and consisEenE,Iy relat,ed Eo job sE,ressors and
overall j ob sErain. Tlre possibility of j ob Ioss, signif icant
j ob changes or transfers, alEerat,ions in the form and amount
of conq)ensation, as weII as a potent,ial loss of power, sEaLus
and prest,ige were found to increase feelings of insecuriEy and
uncert.ainty in enqrloyees. The study was conf ined to a
relatively small sanple of AT&T workers and, E,herefore,
generalizing the resulEs iltay be premature. However, in
contrast, t,o the Tombaugh & whrit,e (1990) sEudy, the erylloyees
were sunreyed bef ore and af ter the AT&T divest,iEure.
HospiE,als have found restructuring to be neceasary for
sinrilar reasorr.s as other businesses. However, declining
occupancy rat,es, corrq)etiEion for paying pat,ient,s, and
reducEions in funding are the concerns unique t,o hospital
businesses. A review of Lhe literaEure confirms thaL
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hospit,als tend Eo folIow Ehe same restrucEuring processes as
other Eypes of businesses and, consequently, creaEe similar
people probleme, perhaps urith graver results. A study
conducged by a natlonal health care research and consult.ing
firm concluded Ehat hospit,als EhaE dournsize wiEhouE
redesigning work may be placing Eheir patienEs aE risk,
evidenced by increases in morbidity and morEaliEy in those
hospit.als with staffing leve1s which feII below a cerEain
Ievel (HospiEal downsizing has special risks , 7-993, p.1) .
Issues of wast,e and poor work design were seen to contribuEe
as nurch t,o levels of morbidity and mort,ality as sinqlle nurnbers
of staff. The sEudy was sophisticated, encompassing 281
hospitals nationwide and evaluat,ing the urork practices of over
70,000 health care workers. The study results suggesE Ehat
hospiEals proceed wiE,h cauEion in their restrucEuring ef fort,s.
A related issue was emphasized in an assessmenE, of
inE,ernal mergers in hospit,als by Pet,erson & Fisher (1991), who
pointed ouE that when a conqrany is a senrice indusE,ry, such as
a hospit,al, its maj or asseE is its people. when etqrerienced
persorrnel are replaced by those wit.h less conpetence, Ehe
organizat,ion may be forced. to rely on inadeguaEe personnel
resources which inpair daily operat,ions (p.a3) . In addiEion,
nursing sEaff are often Eemporarily or peffitanenE,ly relocat'ed
as part, of restnrcLuring processes causing Ehem to work in
unf amitiar environmenEs with unfam-itiar people. Although one
study (Ireson & Powers, 1987) showed that nurEes were
comforga.bte with such changes, su.bsequent, effecE on pat,ient

o
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Care was noE, measured. Egually unfortunate, Pet,erson &
Fisherrs (1991) suggesEions for reducing the impact of such

did not add.ress those organizaLions whose sLaffing
policies are governed by collective bargaining agreements
neither did they offer suggestions to overcome E,his problem.
One nurse managerrs first-hand account of being laid off
was chronicled in a prof essional j ournal ( Zirrrnerrnartn, 1993 ) .
Even though she was a former tfNurse of the Yearr in her
organizat,ion, she was laid off aft,er 15 years of senrice aE an
Energency Department Clinical Nurse l"tranager when her position
rrras eliminated as a cosE saving measure. She ef f ectively
revealed her oun emotional reaponses ranging from shock, to
anger, Eo quest,ioning, Eo resoluLion (p.a3) . Although her
experience is a valua.bIe conEribuEion to Ehe literature, to
daEe there are no studies measuring the outcome of such
decisions in Lerms of their effecL on remaining nurEie
erylloyees or on the patient s they selrre .
rE has been noted by Buch & Aldridge (1991) , that
enployees who joined companies during Eheir growth phases
ent,ered into a ilpsychological conEractr in which good
performance and long term cormnitment was rewarded with
seniority and job security. Now, when companies undergo a
changes

resE.rucEuring process and loya1 Horkers are dismissed,
remaining eq>loyeeEi become afraid, trheir own. sense of job

t

security is undermined and trhe "psychological sonEract,r' is
threatened (pp.2-3). A conseqfuence is diminished
organizaLional cormritmenE leading to reduced effort and

a
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t
t,his is a sense of mist'rusE
which inhibit s open cormlunicaEion and strains interpersonal
retationships. Such yrork climates fost,er secrecy, hidden
agendas, def ensiveness, and CoflullunicaE ion by grapevine
In sulrrnary, Ehe lit,eraEure describes a varieEy of
employee responses Eo resEructuring which may limit
organizaE,ional success and undermine the very goals an
organization seeks to achieve Lhrough the process of
restructuring. IL is reconffirended that atEent,ion be paid to
those surrri-vors remaining in t,he organizaEion and that
restrrrcturing focus on human elemenEs as well aEi economic ones
to ensure auccess. It is parEicularly crrrcial for hospiuals
to approach resEructuring thought,fully if patients are noE to
be negatively af fect,ed.
Ef fective Rest-rrrcturing StraEegies
There is information in Ehe lit,erature suggesLive of
ways Eo minimize Ehe negat,ive effects of restrucEuring on
enployees. As previously mentioned, such effects are largely
relaEed Eo E.he manner in which restructuring or downsizing is
managed by the organizat,ion. Ford & Perrevre (1993) learned
thaE n6rragerg of ef f ectively downsized organi zatrions engaged
in advance behaviors in four key areas, thaE of comprehensive
planning for the change, coilulunication, credibilitry, and
corlsideration (p.35) . In keeping wiE,h a focus on. Ehese four
areas, managers in effecgive organizatrions have
comprehensively planned Eheir rest,ructuring to include a clear
vision for the future which defines trhere Ehey hope t'he
Iowered productivity.

a
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organizaE,ion will go. Such a comprehensive plan has been
shown to reassure Ehose who remain in the organizatrion after
Ehe restrtrcturing. It is unclear from the auEhors' astsessment
whether Ehe organi zat ions they obsenred began with t,his plan

C

in mind or whether it occurred by happenstance in an already
effect,ively managed organization; therefore, iE is unclear
whet,her other organi zatrions would f ind this approach equally
fect,ive.
Another process, as identified by }rlesterman & Sherden
(1991) , congisUed of six sEeps involving reorganizing around
business lines, evaluaLing business line viabiliEy,
rest,rucEuring remaining business lines, optl-rnizing busi,ness
unit operat,ions, restrtrcEuring internal suppliers, and
managerial restructuring. It is suggested Ehat E,his process
ef

I

I

ensures a close ercamination of all aspecEs of the business
with resulLing changes in bureaucratic systems and chaj.ns of

o

o

I

accountability as well as resources, functions. and positions
which no longer fit the organization. There is no evidence Eo
suggesE, that this process has been empirically Eested.
Ftrrther, alEhough hospiEats borrow their processes from other
tl1)es of businesses, the language of this suggesLed process
does not lend itself to arl indusEry invotved in ser:r,,rice Eo
people in cont,rasE Eo managemenE of nproduCE lines".
perhaps the most closely related health care example can
be Eeen in .fohnssonrs (1991) accounE of Lhe AIt,a BaEes
Corporation of Hner1rui11e, California. In Ehe 1980s, elta
Bates ' straLeglf was to acqrrire senrices which ranged f rom
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acute care hospitals, to ambulaEory care sersrices, Eo long
Eerm care facilities such as nursing homes and retirement
centers. In order to track all of Ehese entiE,ies, AIEa Bates
created a holding corypany and a cenEralized management
structure which included management ser:vices, personnel,
information sysLems, finance and hiIling. WiEh the advent of
prospecE,ive payment, AIt,a Bates began to lose millions of

dollars, largely due to iEs elaboraEe structure and holdings
whieh creaEed enorftrous overhead costs. Af Eer a Ehorough
analysJ.s, AIt,a BaEes elected to dismantle its enEire
structure, divesting corporate enEities urhich did not fit Lhe
new enqlhasis of f,he organizat,j-on, and reduced Ehe cor?orate
office Eo L2 employees for a savings of $2 million.
Tomasko ( f gg3a, b) recofinnended thoughtful resEnrcturing
which entails an examination of the business from the top down
and Ehe bott,om up. He suggested thaL for change Eo be
Iasting, unnecessarTr work nnrst be cut before ouEplacing
surplus eqlloyees. In Ehis way, work f low thaE dou-bles back
on itself is elimj-nated, minimizing the nrrmber of stages which
add to Ehe f inal result. Although his suggest,ions have been
gleaned from the EEudy of successful business reorganizaEions,
no hospit,als were ref erenced in his analysis. However, iu is
possible that Lhe process would be equally successful in that
seE ting

I

.

hospitals have
conEribuEed their recormendations Eo the literaEure. PeEerson
& Fisher (l-991) discussed a five sEep process they used in
Those who have successfully restructured

o
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designing an internal organizaEional merger aE Columbia
Hospital in lvlilwaukee, Wisconsin. They utilized careful
planning along with rnanaging of human resources, minimizing
merger sE,ress, enlisting supporters, and, reinforcing ne$I
behavior. Although t,hey believe Eheir merger Eo have been
successful in Eerms of reducing employee sEress, enqrloyee
perceptions were not included in Lheir analysis, so Ehe total

impact to employees remains unknown.
Uarling & Luciano (1985) reinforced E,he need for staff
Eo be prepared for the changes which occur during times of
employee cuEbacks, the need for a thought,ful analysis of
staffing mix and overall staffing patEerns, and Ehe conEinued
need for caring and compassionaEe nursing care during times of
economic instabiliEy. Tfrey suggested that a tray to do Ehis is
Ehrough reexanining t,he core values which are central !o the
organization's nursing philosophy (p.32) - Again, al[hough a
mult,ip1e sE,ep analysis for success was offered, there were no
erylirical data included Eo support, the effect,iveness of t,his
process.

a

C

Appenzeller (1993) spoke of her experience merging
nursing departmenEs in Ewo large New York City hospit,als. Her
goal for E,he process was t,o clarify and devetop nursing roles
and relaEionships and foster team building wiLhin t,he
corporaLe stnrcEure. She at,tributed atUention Lo nursing
need,s aE having been key Eo Ehe success of the merger.
AlEhough the issue of nurEre recruitmenL and ret,ention had been
a problem in the paEE, iE is noE so today, and E,he hospit,al is

a
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recognized for iLs use of employee participation in many areas
of nursing pracEice. This is one of the few first-hand
accounts of a successful restructuring where E,he percepEions
of nursing staff were included, as well as an evaluaEion of

the organizat,ion today. For examlrle, a nursing quality
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improvement program which includes gualiUy rounds aEEended. hy

the vice president and oEher nursing managers has received a
positive response from Ehe enE,ire nursing staf f (p.59) .
AnoE,her nurse involved in downsizing operaEions
(nozboril, 198?), evaluaEed nursing support positions, patient
educat.ors, and staff development functions in the process of
the rest,rrrcturing. The author evaluates the process as a
success, having been achieved through combining
responsibilities, choosing Eo eliminaLe nonessential
f unctions, converting fuII- t ime positions to part - E.ime, and

delegating non-nursing duties back to departments that should
be carrying out, the function. Unfortunately, sEaff response
Eo the process was again mj-ssing f rom E,he analysis.
In suflrn;rry, it is suggested L,hat in order to minimize
E.he negat,ive ef f ecE,s to su:rrivors of organi zatrional
restructuring, the process be undertaken in a comprehensive,
carefully planned way. The literature supports a process
which includes sEaff involvement and continuing comrunicatisn
throughout. all phases of t,he resEructuring. However, the
literature is shorE on actual staff responaes reported from
organizations which have followed these recomrnended processes
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and, Eherefore, Eheir actual success has not been compleEely
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Although informaEion regarding nurses' perceptions of
their work environment is plenUifu1 in the literature,
information a^bout Eheir percept,ions following restrucEurj-ng is
not. IE is nonetheless import,ant to understand work
environmenE, issues EhaE are importanE to nurses if one is Eo
understand Eheir responses t.o hospital resEructuring. The
work EnvironmenE Scale (wus) r,rras used by Baker, Car1isle,
Riley, Tapper, and Dewey (1992) Eo examine Ehe difference in
work environment percepEions between nurses in E,he United
Kingdom (Iff) and nurses in Nort,h America. The vlES (developed
by Moos) is an instrrrmenE designed Eo measure social climate
of the workplace in three dj-mensions. They are: relationship,
personal growth, and sysE.em maintenance/system change (p.594) .
fE was found E,hat nurses in Ehe UK generally believed EhaE,
they were more innovaEive and had more control over their work
environment than nurses in NorE,h America. Care rmrsE be E,aken
in evaluaEing the nurses ' responses due Eo Ehe rmrlE,iple
differences between health care and poliEical sEructures in
Ehe IIK and North America, as well as Ehe utilization of a
relaE,ively smalI, non- random sample .
Anot.her study utilizing trhe $IES (Dennis, 1991) aEtemtrlLed
to evaluate wheEher or not an innovative professional pracEice
model environment. would be more conducive Eo Ehe professional
pract ice of nursing than t radiEional hierarchical st,ructures
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Nine General Clinical Research Nurses working in a
professional pracEice environment were raEed against 30 nurses
from varying crit,ical care specialties working in a
traditional environment,. The sEudy shor.red t,haE af Eer t,hree
years of implementaLion of a professional practice modeI, not
all of the nur5es agreed t,hau it, achieved the original goals
of independence, interdependence, and autonomous control over
their practice (p.7721 , Nurses did, however, cite the model

as their ideal work environmenE. Nurses expressed great,est
saE,isfaction over those areas of work which Ehey could
inftuence and expressed t,he greaEest dissat,isfacEion with
those Components noE under t,heir conErol . A surprising
outcome of the sEudy was the penrasive self -focused
perspective j-n place in both environmenEs. The researchers
suggesEed that any innovaEive changes in E,he work environment,
rrn:st. meet the personal needs of ihe nurse as a care provider
as well as the goals of professionat auE,onomy in order t,o be
successful. Those nurses working in the professional practice
environment,s were tytrlically more educated Ehan Ehose nurses in
Ehe graditional work envirormenEs, and it, is unclear from the

analysis how t,his may have af fecEed Uhe sEudy resulEs.
Ilre WES was also used in a sEudy of two schools of
nursing (Grigsby, 1991) Eo determine trhe relaEionship beEureen
the environment,al strucLure, that is wheEher t,he organization
was bureaucrag,ic or professional, and the faculLy's percepEion
of Eheir work. The surarey showed EhaE percepE,ions of work
pressure and control increased as an organization's
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centralizaEion and formalization increased and Ehat personal
auEonomy increased as both organi zatrional facEors decreased
(p.85) . Grigsby also found Lhat an individual's self-esteem
and degree of auEonomy in making decisions significanE,Iy
affecEed the manner in which Ehe individual funcEioned ruithin
the stnrcEure of the organizaEion (p.85) . The percepEion of
administrative support and auEonomy were increased in E,he
professional environments whereas r.rork pressure and control
were increased in the bureaucratic st,rrrcEures. It, is noEed
that, E,he sLudy was conducLed in schools of medium size and
therefore no conclusions can be drawn about the possible
influences of a larger organizaEion on productivity; neither
can conclusions be generalized based on this sma1l sample.
Perhaps Ehe mosE inpressive study conducEed Eo measure
t,he rlrork environmenE, saEisfaction/dissaEisfaction of nurses
was conducE,ed by E,he Center for Nursing Research aE the
University of Colorado by Seymour & Buscherhof (1991) .
Surr,reys were senE naEionally to l-,000 Registered Nurse members
of t,he American Nurses Association. A Eotal of 732
quesEionnaires and addiE.ional written conrnents of 252 nurses
were used in t,he analysis. IE, was det,ermined that the highest
overall area of dissatisfaction, with Ehe greaEesL intensiUy
of aLtached feeling rras Ehe area of st,nJctural/instituEional
problems of the urork seE,E.ing. This aspecE of the sunrey
included such things as scheduling/shifts, hours, condiEions,
staf f shorEages/saf ety concerns, supporE serrrice CUEE,
of
overhead, laek of support, from and inflexibility
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super:/isors or eqlloyers, and exhausEion/overload/st,ress and
their negative healt,h effects. paired with this area of
dissaElsfacEion was t,he response by nurses thaE Ehe most
st,rongly valued aspect of Lheir work was an inErinsic pleasure
in the nature of E,he work iUse1f . uospit,als were generally
seen as Ehe least autonomous of work environment,s and nurses
felt thwarted in Lheir professionalism and objecLives by the
condit,j.ons under which they felt they were forced to operate.

a

The sampte size, the overwhelming response rate, and the
degree of inE.ensity of the nurses I responses suggest EhaE this
study is accuraEely reflective of nursing as a whole.

t

A Work SaEisfact,ion Scale (developed by Stamps &
Piedmonte) was used by ,Johnston (L991) to study nurses from a
SouE,hwesEern hospital regarding their job saEisfacLion related
to various aspecEs of the work environmenE. The resulEs

there was dissatisfacEion with the level
of renuneration, t,here was more dissaEisfaction with work
acEiviuies and insLiEuEiona1 policies and. a generalized
dissaEisfacEion with the nork environmenE (pp.511-512).
Nurses held the perception thaE task requiremenEs and
organizat,ional polices $rere noE open to group influence. IE,
was noLed that t,he sEudy site had recently gone E,hrough many
administrative changes and thaE there had been no control over
t,he time and place of sul:rley completion, which may have
inf luenced t,he results.
In a study of whaE makes nursing saE.isfying (Dodds,
Iraurrence, & Irlearing , !991) , 75 Registered Nurses and, 84
showed t,haE,, alE,hough
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nursing students in Melbourne, AusEralia were asked to
corrqlleEe the Perceptions of the Nurses ' Workplace
Questiorrnaire. The tool was designed Lo compare the nurses'
perceptions with those of the sEudents regarding the positive
and negative aEtributes of their work environments as weII as
their percept,ions relat,ed Lo opporEuniLies for professional
development, and other factors. Results showed that negisEered
Nurses sa$r opportunities to upErade their qualificaEions as
"relatively more adequate" and promotion opportunities and
encouragement Eo stay in nursing as "relaEively less adequaEe"
in contrasE to the nursing studenEs who perceived most aspecEs

of their work environment as "relaEively filore adequal-e" ,
including opportunities for advancement and promoEion. The
only area which students rated as "relatively less adequate"
was thaL of the recognition of Eheir merit and tvorth (p. r++) .
Nurses responded thaE they had considera^bly more problem
encounEers wit.h docEors and nurses higher than themselves in

hierarchy than Ehey did with paEienLs. They also reported
that Ehe profession gave them only moderate sat,isfact,ion
overall, and that they obEained only a moderate degree of
recogniUion and encouragement. In addiE,ion, negistered Nurses
expressed a desire Lo spend more of Eheir Eime on paEient
care, both directly and through creation of nursing care
pIans. Although the study was well constructed,
generalizabiliEy of resulEs nray not be possible due to the use
of a small sample and the fact that the sLudy Eook place out
of the U.S.
Ehe
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Baird (198?) discussed the resulEs of his hospital
employee opinion sulareys conducted since 1980 and encompassing
approximately l-0 0 hospitals and 125, 0 0 0 employees f or each
year of the suuvey. Trends in nurses' aLtitudes were analyzed
in several areas. Results showed t.haL since the inception of
prospective palment systems, nurse managers and executives saw
a steady decline of staff morale and a drop in nurses'
attitudes Eoward imporLant aspecEs of their work (pp.38-40).
Cited as a conEributing factor was increased competition among
ilEnagers and supenrisors for limited resourees accompanied, dt
times, by outright conflicE. Prospective payment was seen Eo
result in increased paEient. acuity and lower staffing leve1s
which, in turn, contributed to increasingly negat,ive nurse
att,itudes toward oEher aspecEs of [heir work environment.
Along with this were sLaff perceptions E.hat their
organizations no longer delivered t.he best care possible and
that Eheir coilununity repuEaEion had declined. Further areas
of dissaEisfaction included t,he belief thaE the administration
did not treaE, all hospital groups equally and, in particular,
that, nursing deparLments had been asked Eo bear more than
their share of Ehe cuts. Nurses' feeling of job securiEy also
declined and they continued to fear additional cut-backs even
when nurse rrurr?.agers reporEed that further reductions would not
occur. The study size and the reporEing of data over tiru,e
makes t,his an impressive sLudy of the changes in Ehe work
environmenE,s

of nurses .
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In [he only study of staff percepLions following a
specific organizational change, Maloney & Bartz (1991) used
the wES to measure nursing staff percepLions of their work
environment afLer a supervisory change. rn general, Ehe sEudy
revealed no significant changes in the responses of nurses
from Ehe Ejme before E,he change to the Eime af ter t,he change.
Alt,hough it was clear Ehat dissatisfact,ions urith areas of t,he
urork environment exisEed, it was equally clear uhat a change
j-n superuisor responsibiliuy had no impacE on E,hese areas.
The study was conducted at an Arny hospiLal and was confined
to the single issue of t,he effect of a change in super:uisory
responsibility on the nursing sEaff , thus limit.ing any furEher
conclusions.

In stuflrtary, nurses perceive their work environments Lo
be generally limiting to Eheir professional auEonomy and
opporLunity to control Eheir professional acEivities.
Further, nurses feel powerless Eo change nrany of the
strrrctures in which they work. Nurses most value environrnents
which fost,er their autonomy, professional growth and
opportuniE,ies for advancement and recoginit,ion. Hospitals are
seen Lo be Ehe work environments which leasE offer these
opportunit,ies.
Theoret.ical Framework
It has been not,ed Lhat, downsizing and resErtrcturing are
no longer the last, Iine of defense in t,he effecLive fiscal
management of organizaLions. It has become a way of Iife for
many organizaEions in order to maintain a competitive edge in
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the marketplaee. Freeman & Cameron (rgg:)t have defined the
Eerm "downsizing" and created a theoreEical model of
organi zalional downsizing. This model provides direction for
fut,ure study of downsizing and resEructuring as well as a
theoret,ical framework from which to view currenEly downsizing
organizations and fuEure processes.
Downsizing is defined hy Freeman & Cameron as "a seE of
acEivities underEaken on Ehe part of the management of an
organi zatrion, designed Eo improve organizational ef f icierrcy,
productivity, and/or conqreEiEiveness" 1p.12) . Downsizing may
also be known by other Eerms such as reorganizing,
reE,renching, consolidating, reallocaEing, rightsizing,
redesigning, resEructuring, and oEhers (Cameron, 1994b,
p.1-92) . Although each Eerm has its owrr uniqrre meaning, E,he
authors are less concerned with E,erminology than with Ehe
coryponents of t"he phenomenon they seek to describe. The term
restructuring will be used in this discussion to describe t,his
phenomenon, a.s it is seen to best, encompass the various
dimensions of E,he work environment examined in t,he currenE,
sEudy. The components centrat to Ehe process described by
Freeman & Cameron urill, however, remain cenEral to this study.
Restructuring, for purposes of this discussion, is a
straEegy imptement,ed by nlarragers which affect,s Ehe size of the

'

Unless otrherwise notred, all

inf ormaE,ion regard,ing

downsizing Eheory was obE,ained f rom Freeman, S . ,J. & Cameron
S.C. (1993), norganizational Downsizing: A Convergence and
ReorienE,ation Framewof,k, " OrganizaFional Sciqnce , 4, 10 -29 .
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workforce, costs, and work processes. Restructuring is not
something t,hat happens to an organization, but it, is
undertaken purposefully. Rest.ructuring carr be viewed f rom a
global or industry poinE of view, from a micro or individual
point of view, or from an organizaLional strategy point. of
view, which is the perspective chosen for this discussion
(Cameron, 1994a, p.185)
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Restructuring is further defined by four key aEEribuEes;
int,ent, personnel, ef f iciency, and work processes . RelaEed
strategies may include t,ransfers, outplacemenE, retirement
incentives, layof f s, discont,inued funcEions, abolished
hierarchical levels, merged units, or redesigned tasks (p.12).
ResEructuring is focused on improving efficiency or
effectiveness, either proactively or reactively, in order to
improve comlretiE.iveness. Work processes and persorrnel are
involved, either because fewer employees remain to do the work
or because t,he work environmenE has been changed.
Successful restructuring depends upon t,he utilization of
sErat,egies specif ic to the phase of t,he organizat ion during
which iE is undertaken. The focus or emphasis upon certain
organizational vieyrs or funcEions will differ depending upon
whether the organization is in a convergence or reorientation

mode. Organizations are seen t,o ercSlerience periods of
convergence, wherein there are relat,ively long spans of
incremental change and adapLation, and reorientation during
which there are shorEer periods of discont,inuous change
(pp.16-L7). RestrucEuring can occur during eiLher period, but
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the characterist,ics of Ehe resErucEuring ef f orEs will dif f er.
Each period involves a separate seE of activities at different
hierarchical IeveIs.
Charact.eristics of Convergence
During times of Convergenge, middle managemenE is
Iargety responsible for adjusEing and refining organizaEional
sysLems to fosEer greaEer consistency among internal
acLivities and sEraEegic orientation. Elhen rest,ructuring
occurs during Corlvergent, periods, the organization will
implement strat,egies which reinforce the organizaEion's
currenE, mission, strategy and systems; Eherefore, they trill
enqlhasize less radical approaches, reqluiring less redesign.
For exam;rle, during convergence, arl organization fiIay decrease
it,s size without redesign or Ehe eliminaEion of specific Easks
(pp. 18 - 19 ) . Similar1y, resEructuring during convergence wiII
enqlhasize changes

in work firsE,

finally

sE,ruct,ure. Convergence stresses decreasing headcount

gradually (pp. 20 - 2L) .
The goal of restrucLuring during periods of convergence
is Lo do the same ruork more efficient.ly. MechanisUic
processes, such as control, order, and sEability are
emphasized, as well as an internal orienEat,ion which focuses
on maintenance, smoothing, and integraEion. Convergence
focuses on productivity, cosEs, and internal consEituencies,
thus enqrhasizing ef f iciency and doing more with less (pp. 23 241
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During convergence periods, the use of comnunication and
symbolic acEion is simplified as routines and work are being
maintained. Interorganizat,ional cofiIlnunication, such as that
wit,h labor unions, supPliers, and CusEomers receives less
emphasis than during t,imes of reorienEation (pp.2l--23) .
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Characteristics of Reorientat,ion
Restructuring during reorientation periods, in conErast,
involves sinrultaneous and. abrupt changes in strateglf and
mission, power distribution, strucEure, and conErol systems.
Top leadership of Lhe organization init,iaEes E,he change and
med.iates between internal and exEernal forces. During
reorienEation periods more radical approaches wj-Ch a greaEer
amounE, of redesign will be used (pp.15-19) .
During reorienEaEion periods, Ehere is more emphasis on
structural redesign, decreased differentiation, and department'
closures or mergJers. There is also increased emphasis on
sponEaneiEy, and
organic processes, such as fleribilityr
adapEability, BE well as Eln enqlhasis on an exLernal
orienEation which focuses on issues of conpetition and
differentiaEion of the environmenE. The goal of
resgnrcturing during reorienEaEion periods is effeetiveness,
which enphasizes criteria based on organizaEional values and
an increased aLtenEion to external constiEuencies, thus
enphasizing doing different things (pp.23-241 , Structural
changes are enqlhasized first,, Ehen technology and, finally,
urork (p.20).
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A great,er amount and variety of comnunication forms rmrst
be used during reorienEation, as well as an increased ernphasis
on symbolic action, because Ehe changes entail a complet,ely
new way of doing things. Increased comrnrnication and symbolic
action assist, emptoyees Eo beEter undersE,and Eheir role in the
new organizaEion. Similarly, organl-zations during
reorienE,ation need Eo increase Eheir inEerorganizational
coiluunicat,ion wiE,h such entiE,ies as la-bor unions, supplierE,
and customers (pp.2L-23) .
In sutumary, resEructuring is a deliberate process
undert.aken by managemenE, of arr organization for the purpose of
inqlroving organizat,ional ef f ectiveness. The approaches used
Eo rest,nJcture vary depending on Ehe sEage of Ehe
organizat,ion, whether it is in a period of convergence or
reorienEat,ion. The success of Ehe resE,rucEuring process is
based largely on t,he compat,ibiliEy beEween the restrucEuring
methods chosen and the period in which t,he organizaLion finds
itself aE the Eime E,he resEructuring oscurs.
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SEat,ement

of the

Today's health care environmenL is changing at a rapid
pace. An increased enqlhasis on cost containment and increased
gLrality has created an inEensely compeLit.ive environment in
which hospitals challenge one anoEher with creative hrays Eo
att,ract paEient,s to t,heir senrices. Similarly, third party

payers, in an effort, Eo cut healE,h care cosLs, have created a
host of senrices designed Eo maint,ain healEh and manage minor
ailments in arenas less expensive E,han hospitals. Only the
sickest of the sick or t,hose requiring the sophisE icated
t,echnologf of today' s hospit,als occupy hospit,al beds in
Loday's market. This combination of facEors has driven Ehe
need for adminisErators of the nation's hospitals t,o react to
many of Ehe same environment,al facE,ors as other tySles of
businesses in order to remain conpet.it,ive and cost ef fecEive.
BrnrlaEing other E14les of businesses, hospital adminisErators
have uEilized the strat,egy of restructuring in order to reduce
cosEs and improve qualiLy and efficiency with mixed results.
ldosE hospit,al patient care continues t,o be delivered aE
the bedside hy Registered Nurses who find themselves
increasingly caught heEween t,heir concern for t,he patient and
their concern f or t,he sur:rrival of t,he hospital . Nurses'
percept,ions of their work environment have been expressed in
E,erms of the conflict beLween duEy and the desire Lo care and
the ability Eo define and control nursing practice (Reverby,
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. SEudies to date have described nurses' perceptions of
Eheir work environment prior Eo t.he advenE of a competitive
marketplace and the drive for reduced health care costs. The
purpose of this study is to describe nurses' percepEions of
Eheir work environment afE,er hospital restructuring has taken
lgBT)
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place.
The Research QuesEion

is; How does hospital
resEructuring affect nurses' perceptions of Eheir
The research ques;ion

I

work

environment?

I

t

Definition of Variables
For the purposes of this sEudy, resErrrcturing is defined
as a seL of purposeful activiEies undertaken on the part of
Ehe management of an organizaLion and designed to improve
organi zatrional ef f iciencyr product,iviEy, and/or
compeE,

iL iveness

.

Nurses, perceptions refers to personal or professional
knowledge nurses have obEained through their senses, Eheir

I

insight, or their intuition.
Work environment refers to Ehe sLructural, physical,
cuIturaI, social, professional, and political conditions
within which nurses conductr Eheir act,ivit'ies
-

o
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of the Study
1. It is assumed Ehat nursesr perceptions of their work
environmenE. affecL Ehe manner in which Ehey deliver care Lo
paEients and the degree Lo which they cormrit to t,heir work,
their emgrloyer, and E,heir paE,ients.
2 . It is also assumed E,hat staf f Registered Nurses have
a collrnon understanding of the parameters of their ow:l
professional roles and responsibilities as well as the roles
and responsibilities of other staff with whom Ehey work, such
AssumpEions & LimiLations
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as L,icensed Pract,ical Nurses (r,pNs) and nursing assisEants
(NAs)
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3. IE is furEher assumed E,hat the changes which have
taken place in Ehe currenE health care arena directly affect,
nurses and secondarily af fect, the patient,s for whom they care.
4. ttris sEudy was designed Eo describe uhe percepEions
of staff nurses working in hospit,als. Therefore, flo
conclusions can be drawn regarding Ehe percept,ions of nurses
aE ot,her levels in t,he organi zat ion and neither can
conclusions be drav'rn regarding the perceptions of nurses
working in pracE,ice environments oEher than hospiLals.
5. The sLudy also did not intend Eo analyze in any way
t,he rest,ructuring processes used in Ehe hospiEal providing the
sanqlle f or the study. Caut,ion rmrst, be Eaken regarding
conclusions ruhich can be drawn linking nurses' percepEions to
the tlpe of reorganization experienced.
5. Alt.hough these results have implications for other
hospitals, E,he data cannot, be generalized, necessarily, due
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Signif j-cance of Ehe SLudy
Dtrring these t,imes of competition and cost conLainment
in healt.h care, many cosE saving progrrams are implemented
based on the experience of other businesses which have
likewise had to adapt to exEernaL forces in order to remain
financially viable. Hospitals are new to Ehis experience,
having previously been reimbursed on a palmenL for senrice
basis. with the advent, of prospecti-ve payment and other
outside influences affecting E,he manner in urhich hospital
businesses receive payment f or their serrrices, rest,ructuring
has been used as an int,enrention to inprove efficiency and

fecEiveness. Few eqlirical sEudies have been conducted
regarding what really happens when a hospital is resE,ructured
and wheE,her or not previously used business practices can be
applied to a se::rrice industry with the unique mission of
caring f or t,he sick.
Registered Nurses conduct their vrork in t.he closest
proximiUy to t.he patienL. How they perceive t,heir work
environment and their work is a valid measure of t,he status of
health care in direct relaEion to t,he patients receiving their
care. AlEhough there is past documenEaEion of nursesl
percepEions of their work environment, t,here are no current,
data regarding nursesr percepEions of their work environment
since hospitals have undergerle restr-r.rcEuring. If hospitals
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convenience sample from only one hospital was used.
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conEinue to restructure in response to envi-ronmental f orces,
it is crtrcial Eo undersEand the impacu of these changes on the

caregiver and the patient
Because of the nature of Ehe business of hospitals and
the kind of personal serrrice provided, it is also importanE, to
und.erstand the effect of Ehe currenL changes on the profession
of nursing as a whole. Nurses' perceptions of their
professional roles and Eheir abiliEy Eo make patient care
decisions provides informaEion a-bout Lhe status of nursj-ng and
the ability of nurses to conErol their practice. Issues of
nursing practice and professionalism indicated by the subjects
of the sut:uey provide clues about E,he sLatus of nursing as a
profession as well as identify areas Eo be addressed in the
f t matt,ers greaLly how
future, educaEionatly and politically.
nurses perceive Eheir ruork environmenE, because of their
conmiEment Lo Eheir patients, t,heir involvement in the
profession, and because Eheir saEisfaction affecEs Ehe quality
of patient care delivered.
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Research Design

A descripEive surrrey design was utilized for this study.
SEaff Regist,ered Nurses of a 1arge meEropoliLan private
hospit,al in the tridwest which recently *r6rerienced a process
of resErucEuring, a process which was ongoing at the time of
Ehe sEudy, were asked to complete a survey focusing on various
aspects of t,he restructuring experience in Eheir hospital as
well as their current perceptions of Eheir work environment.
Cont,act was init,iated with lhe chosen hospital Eo discuss Ehe
study further and to deE,ermine wheE,her or not permission Eo
conducE the study would be granted. A IeE,E,er was sent Eo the
ercecuEive level nursing supetarisor idenEifying Ehe researcher,
the purpose of t,he sEudy, how E,he daEa would be used, and the
privacy prot,ecEion of the survey daEa ( see Appendix A) . The
let,ter was followed by a series of meetings with hospital
representatives which offered the opporEunity Eo discuss E,he
etudy further. Approval protocols were followed as defined by
Lhe

participating hospital.

e
Thre SetEing

part.icipating hospital, Iicensed for 572 beds and
eq>loying more than 3,000 persons, is part, of an int,egrated,
health Care Sysf,em with more than 17,000 enployees, 7,000
contracted providers, A7 hospiEats, and 45 clinics. The
hospital provides emergency, general medical/surgical, fls well
The
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as all specialLy serrrices, ercept pediat,rics, and all pracEice
areas (nursing units) within the hospital were utilized for
Ehe sLudy. The survey was conducted during t,he months of
February, 1995 E,hrough April , l.995.
The hospital had previousfy undergone several
reorganization processes and, flt Ehe Eime of Ehe sLudy,
another aspect of restructuring was actively Eaking place
ruithin E,he hospiE.al, thaE, of implementing "PaEient, Focused
Care", the term used by t,he faciliuy t,o descrihe Ehe currenL
restrtrcEuring. This resErucEuring plan was following a six
year schedule during which hospiual uniEs would und.ergo
physical remodeting and moves, Ers well as oEher aspecEs of
restrucEuring, during an identified t,ime period during E,he six
year schedule. As a resulE,, some unit,s had already been
affected by the "PatienE Focused Care" changes while others
had not,.

o
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o

According Eo this institution, "Patient Focused Care" is
a care delivery sysEem aimed at moving senrices closer Eo the
paEient, improving continuity of care, reducing non-value
added activities. and simplifying work processes. This is
achieved by grouping like patienE populat,ions, broadening Ehe
skills and knowledge of ecisE.ing sEaff , and sEreamlining
document,at,ion. ThuE, paEient, care uniEs are reconst,rucEed to
move supplies and serrrices closer Eo the paEient; enployees
are cross-trained to provide a variety of direct paEienE care
serrrices, and paEients interacE wit,h a limit.ed Eeam of
caregivers throughout their hospital stay. Although noE

t
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overE,ly discussed, this has implicaE ions f or such entities as
staff mix, nurse Lo paLient. ratios, and t,he distribution of

care responsibility. TheoreE.ically, this restructuring ef f ort
will mean that se:rrices are brought, to the patient instead of
patients being brought Eo the senrices. This may include such
routine hospital senrlces as laboratory procedures, radiology
procedures, and pharmacy se:rrices .
Certain aspects of "Patient Focused Care" have the
potential to affect Ehe nursing st,aff in areas of work desigr,
differentiaEion of work, and physical plant reconstructj-on
designed Eo facilitate more efficient paEient, senrices. For
er,canrple, nursing assist,ants and laboratory technicians ntay be
cross - trained. Eo provide care in areas LhaE tradit,ionally have
been specific to t,heir disciplines. Thus, nursing assist,ants
learn how Eo draw blood and Iaboratory Eechnicians learn to
deliver selected aspects of care Eo paEients Eo that both
staff have less differentiat,ion of function and are more
flexible in the use of their work Eime, Registered Nurses fltay

find that they have added responsibiliLy in directing and
superuising t,he care delivered by these newly cross-trained
employees. Nursing uniEs flray be redesigned with smaller
nursing sEations, BS all needed supplies are sEored closer to
patient rooills and teams of staff working wiEh the same
paLienLs are located in the same area or "pod".
rE is hoped that Ehrough "Patient Focused Care"
improvement will be seen in the areas of quality, set-rj-ce,
paEient / caregiver saEisfaction, and cost.
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Questionnaires were disE,ributed Eo Registered Nurses on
all nursj-ng units meeting Ehe sample criteria. Seventy*nine
quesEionnaires were returned for a response rate of 1-5t. Five
quest,iorrnaires were deleted f rom Ehe f inal EoEal, resutting in
74 usable quesE,ior:naires. T$ro of the returned quest,ionnaires
were deleEed because atl or most of Ehe quesEions were noE
answered. Three of Ehe returned quest,ionrtaires were deleted
when Ehe demographic information indicated Ehat Ehe nurses did
noE meet, Ehe sanqlle criEeria. Of these, one was deleted
hecause the length of employment at Ehe hospital E,oEaled less

than one year and two were deleted because the number of hours
worked per pay period was less t,han 32 - QuesE,iorrnaires were
noE deleted for lack of response Eo isolated questions in any
category.
The final sampte consisted of 74 sE,aff RegisEered
Nurses, ranging in age from 28 to 53. Sample inclusion
criEeria were that, the nurses were to have been employed by
t,he parE,icipat,ing hospital for aE leasE, one year and work at
least 32 hours per pay period. DaEa f rom a variety of urork
shif Es and hospiCal uniLs were soughE. IE was ant.icipated,
based upon current naEional Statistics regarding the
coillposit,ion of the nursing profession, Ehat Ehe sample would.
be 95t female and 5t ma1e. Resultrs showed E.he final sample Eo
match Ehis expect.ation-
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Human Su,bjecEs ProtecEion
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participating nurses received their initial cont,act
from Ehe researcher who provided an. informational letter
delineat,ing all aspects of Ehe research, including how Ehe
daEa would be used and how quest,ions or concerns could be
answered ( see eppendix B) . The researcher further mad.e
several visit,s E,o various nursj-ng units at the hospital Eo
offer nurses the opporEunity Eo ask questions and voice
concerns. rn E,his wfly, informed consent was obEained.
There were no risks involved to subjecLs in Ehe study.
The

were inf ormed Ehat, E,he researcher was a graduate
student conducting t,hesis research regarding their perceptions
of their work environment since restrucEuring and EhaL Eheir
participat,ion was conpleLely voluntary. They were also
assured that their decision whet,her or noE to participat,e
would not affect, Eheir employment, in any way or their
relaE,ionships, presenE or fuEure, wi-th the hospiEal or Ehe
Subj ecEs

t
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college. SubjecEs were Eold thaE, the survey was completely
anonymous and Ehat, t,hey would not be identified, individually,
in any way.
The nurses were made aware Ehat completion of E,he suryey
tool would be indication of their informed consent Eo be a
subj ect in the study. They were told t,hat only the researcher
and Ehe faculty advisor would have access to the raw daEa and
E,hat, all research daEa would be presented in aggregate form
on1y. IE was errqlhasized that the EubjecL' s enqlloyer would
have no access to any raw daEa from any individual subject.

t
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ttre researcher personally collecE,ed the sealed, completed
surarey Eools from an ident,ified tocation on each nursing unit
utilized, which assured Ehe anonymity of subjecEs. the
location was deEermined in concerE wiEh designat,ed hospit,al
research faciliE,ators .
IE, rlras further staEed that there were no direct benefits
Eo part,icipaeing in the sEudy, although subjecEs will benefit
indirectly E,hrough their conE,rihuEion to E,he professional
IiE.eraEure.

t
Dat,a Gathering InsE,rumenEaEion

The data gaEhering surarey t,ool was a urritten
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questionnaire comprised of 51 forced choice and six open-ended
quesEions, taking approximat,ely 30 minuEes Eo congrlete (see
Append.ix C) . Quest,ions focused on aspects of resLructuring
and the nurses I percepE,ions of their work environment since
resE,ructuring. QuesEions were grouped within t,he sEructural
headings of uniL sE,ructure, administraLive sE,rructure, Pf,Eient,
care, rrrork changes, prof essional issues, and personal issues .
Individual questions were developed from the literature
relating t,o aspecEs of resE,ructuring and nursesr percepE,ions
of Eheir work environment. In addition, subj ecEs were asked
two quest,ions regarding how oft,en they Ehought about leaving

their current job and the profession of nursing.

t

questions were included because Ehey have been shown Eo be
accurate predict,ors of future behavior (Dunlap, Hadley,
FerreII, & Downing, L980) . The quesLiorrnaire was reviewed by

t
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a three-person panel of extrlerLs and quesEions were retained or
deleted on the basis of a two ouE of Ehree agreernent. The
experts were Registered Nurses chosen for their knowledge of
E,he Uopic of Ehe research as well as their extrlerience
conduct,ing research sEudies
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PoE,ential subjects were provided with an informational
leE,t,er describing Ehe research aEEached Eo a copy of Ehe

questionnaire. Those consent,ing to parEicipate complet,ed the
quesEior:naire, placed iE, in a sealed envelope, and placed it,
in t,he designated receptacle on Ehe nursing unit, for the
researcher Eo collecE. There was no identif icat,ion of
individual subjects on the questionnaire; it was conpleE,ely
arlonJrmous.

Analysis Procedures
DescripEive staEisfics were used to present demographic
data and forced choice quesE,ions and open-ended quesEions were
subjecEed to conLenE analysis. Demographic daEa included dge,
educational preparation, Ehe lengEh of time t,he subjecE had
worked aE Ehe parEicipating hospiEal, Ehe number of hours Ehe
subjecE worked per pay period, the shifL Ehe subject worked,
and the type of nursing unit, involved, for the purpose of
analyzing trends in responses relat ive Eo t,he ef f ecE of
restructuring. SubjecE,s were asked to describe, in detail,
t,heir experiences in selected open-ended quesEions so that it,
would be clear to t,he researcher the nature of Ehe
restrucEuring changes which had Eaken place. Addit,ionally,
DaEa
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ects were asked to respond t,o quesE,ions of a strbj ective
nature designed to t.argeE the nurses' percepEions and feelings
relat,ive Eo the effect, of restrarcturing in Eheir work
environment. Responses to Ehe open-ended quest,ions were
analyzed in relation to the demographic data for Ehe purpose
of deEecEing trends or coilrnonalities among Eubjects.
subj
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C5{APTER FOIIR: RESULTS
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Introduction
SevenE.y-nine compleLed quesEionnaires were

o

o

returned, for

a response raEe of 16t. Five of the questionnaires were
deleted from the sample; two were deleLed because the subjects
failed Eo answer all or almostr all of the questions and three
were deleted because t,he subjects were found not to meet Ehe
analysis was conducted on Ehe remaining 74
sample criteria.
quesLionnaires.
FrequenEly subjecEs would fail Lo answer an isolaLed
quesEion or would respond that, they did not know Ehe answer Eo

t

t
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a question. At, ot,her times, srJbjects would provide answers
which fell outside of the categories provided on Ehe
qgestiorrnaire, either in t,he form of another category which
E,hey creat,ed, or in the form of a r,rritten conmenE in the
margin. If the inE,ent of Ehe response was obvious, answers
were tallied and toEaled in the category which besE mat,ched
Ehe subj ect,' s respollse . When iE was not obvious, or f or
quesEions wieh no ansner or responses indicating that the
subject, did not knorrr the answer, results were E,al1ied and
Eotaled as "oEher" resporrses.
percenEages appearing in the resulEs or in the Tables
illustrating t,he results were rounded Eo E,he nearest whole

o

number, utilizing eristing mathemat.ics principles .
percenEages which fail to Eotal 100t should be attribuEed to

t,his factor.
o
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Results of the quantitative portion of the questionnaire
will be discussed first and the responses to the open-ended
questions of the questionnaire will be addressed separately
after t,he qrranLitative data are presenLed.
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Demographics
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Of Ehe 74 subjects whose responses were utilized, 70
(9S*) were female and 4 (5t) Inrere ma1e. The age range of
subjects was 28 years otd Eo 53 years old, wiLh a mean age of
41,. The number of years as a negistered Nurse, the nurnber of
years rrrorking at t,he participating hospital, and the number of
years working on the specified nursing unit varied widely. The
nurnber of years as a Registered Nurse ranged from one and. one
half years to 43 years, wiE,h a mean of t7 years. The nurses
had worked at the part,icipating hospital from one and one half
years to 40 years, with a mean of 1,2 years. Responses in E,his
category indicaEed that several of Ehe nurses had been
employed by the participaEing hospital prior to becoming a
negist,ered Nurse . The nr.rmber of years t,haL subj ects had
worked on their currenE units varied from four months to 40
years, wiEh a mean of 9 years.
Educational preparaEion levels also varied with 34t
holding Ehe Associate Degree, 26* with a Diploma in Nursing,
34t wifh Baccalaureate preparaLj-on in Nursing, and 5+ with
graduate degrees ( see Figure L, p. 39 ) . The questionnaire did
not require that. subjects indicate the naEure of their
graduaE,e degrees, so it is unknown if these are in Nursing or

I
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other disciptines. Some nurses also indicaEed that Ehey were
currenEly enrolled in BaccalaureaEe degree programs in Nursing
or that Ehey had a BaccalaureaEe degree in a field other than
Nursing, such as I,iberal Art,s or Engineering.

o
Figure 1. Edusational
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The subjecEs represenE.ed all nursing practice areas

I

I

urithin the hospit.al including general medical/surgical as well
as specialty areas such as obsteErics, operat,ing room,
int,ensive care, cardiovascular, emergency serrrices,
orthopedic/neurology, endocrinology, oncology, rehabilitat.ion,
and psychiaury. Members of the floaL pool (nurses who work in
many areas as needed) were also included ln E,he resulLs, A
wide variety of shifLs and number of hours worked were
represented., niEh t,he nr:mber of hours worked per pay period
rangi-ng from 32 to 80, with a mean of 64 hours per pay period.
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Unit, St,rucEure
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Several qrresEions $rere asked of Ehe subjecEs concerning
Lheir experiences aE the unit leve1 . Ttrese questions relaE,ed
Eo physicat changes as well aE changes relaEed Eo personnel.
Of those subjects responding to the question of whet,her or not
there had been changes Eo Eheir physical environment (lt did
not, answer), 54t reported no changes and 45t reported changes
which varied from the increased use of Lechnologry Eo Ehe
remodeling of the nursing units. Technological changes were
identified as more conputer opt,ions, a new medicaEion delivery
syst,em, and instaltation of a new pnerfiratic Eube system which
enhanced interdeparEmental coilmtur.icaEion. Remodeling changes
included smaller nursing stations, less desk and counter
space, less supply space or supplies moved from a cenLral
location closer to patients, reduced nrrrnber of paEient units,
paEienE roorn renovaEions, corlpletety new and remodeled units,

o

t

t

and physical relocaLions resulting in some nurses reporting
having had their units physically moved Ewo and t,hree times

during E,heir tenure aE the hospiEal . Regarding Ehe issue of
closed or merged uniE,s, ?4t of the subjects said that Ehey had
exSrerienced no change. OnJ.y 15t responded Lhat their r-rniE,s
had closed or merged or would close or merge with oEher units.
One percenE had ercperienced both a hospital merger and a
hospit,al closure, which resulEed in a change of assignment, to
the part,icipating hospital which is part of the same sysEem of
hospit,als which merged and/or closed. Nine percenE of Ehe
subjecEs did not respond t,o Ehis question. This figure
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includes Ehe floaL pool for whom t.he question was not
applicable.
The subjects were asked to answer questions about
changes in Ehe number of personnel, staffing mix, nursing
Regarding the qr.resLion of change
in nr-unber of supporE. staff : 36t of Ehe nurses reported. a

reassignment, and. lay-offs.

a

decrease in t,he nrrmber of support staff ; 39t reported no
change; 18t reported an increase in the nr-rmber of support
staff; and 7* had "other" responses. The subjects were also
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asked to respond Eo quesLions regarding a change in E,he nrrmber
of RNs and in the nr:mber of total staf f . Fif Ly- seven percent

of the nurses reporEed a decrease in t,he number of RNs; 35t
reporEed no change; only 7t reported an increase in the number
of RNs; and Lt gave "other" responses. Concerning changes in
the number of E,otal staf f : 50t of Ehe nurses reporEed an
overall reduction in the number of Eotal sEaff; 34t reported
no change; 5t gave "other" responses, and only 1-1t reported
that, Lhe toEal number of staff had increased. These data are
presented in Table L, p.42.
Some nurses reporEed that Eheir friends had been
reassigned Q2*) or laid of f (1t) , but mosL (58t) report,ed
this had not occurred. trline percent indicated "other"
responses, j.ncluding having experienced f riends being both
reassigned and laid off. $ome nurses also reported that more
senior nurses had "bumped' Iess senior nurses from Eheir
positions (29t) , but, most ( 60t) did not report, this
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experience. Eleven percent gave alternate responses. When
quesEioned wheEher or noE t,he sUaffing mix on their uniE had
changed, 50t of t,he nurses reporEed EhaE it had and 35t
report,ed Ehat it hadn, t. of Ehose reporting thaE the sE,af f ing
mix had changed, cormrenEs generally reflected that Ehe number
of RNs had been reduced and Ehat, the number of LPNs and t'IAs
had increased. AIso not,ed were such things as the charge
nurse now taking an assigrrmenL or taking care of nrcre
paE,ients, E,he loss of lab technicians since tilAs are now
drawing bIood, Iess support from C1inical l"Ianagers, and
general sEaff short,ages with increased patienL Eo staff
rat,ios. Four percent gave no answer (see Ta-b1e 2, p'a3) .
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5

7
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by nurse subjecEs
Nr:mber of

o
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Table 2
unit Structure

in staff mix reported by nurse subjects
euq>ing of Staff Change in Staffing
Friends
Subj ecL
Mix on unit
by SenioritY
I-.,aid Off or
Response

Change
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NO
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7

9
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Administrative St,rucEure
When asked if they had experienced a change in Lheir
d.irecE superyisor, st-t of the nurses said that they had or
would, in the near future , 46* stated. thaE they had not, and 3t
did not answer. Over half of the nurses (65t) also reporEed
changes in higher administraLion personnel, although 24*
reported. E,haE there had been no such changes. E1even percenE
did not anstter or did not know. Regarding changes in
organizatj-onal cormunication: 36t said that there had been no
change; 3 Bt said that cofirrrlunication was Jess ef f ective; buE
only 15t reported Lhat Organi zaLionat cofl[runication was more
effective and Llt,Cid not answer or did not know. Most. nurses
(S+t) reported E,hat L,here had been no change in Eheir decision
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making authority, buE 20t said that their decision making
authority was less; 1-5t said that iE. was more and 11t gave

"other" responses ( see Tab1e 3 , belor^l) .

Table
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in administrative stmcEure reported by nurse
R. N. Decision
Effectiveness of
Subj ect
Making Authority
Response
Organizational

Changes
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Cormnunication
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t
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+

Increase

1l-

15

r_1

15

Decrease

28

38

15

20

No Change

27

35

40

54

Other

I

1l-

I

11

TotaI

74

100

74

t-0 0

Patient

Care

Several quest.ions were asked regarding aspects of
patient. care such as change in Ehe Llrpe of paEients on the
unit., acuity level, cooperaEion among departments, the speed
with r+hich anciIlary personnel responded, the amounE of t.ime
nurses were able to spend with patienE,s, and their perceptions
of t,he quality of care. Some nurses (50t) experienced no

e
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subj ects

t
in Ehe tlpe of patients on Eheir uniL but many (49t)
did. One percenE did not respond. Additionally, over half of
the nurses (58t) responded t.haE, patienL acuity on their unit
had increased; 28* said Ehat it had remained the same; 3t gave
"other" responses and only 1t reporEed Lhat acuiLy had gione
down. I,trany nurses {47e6) said that there had been no change in
cooperation among deparEments, Elthough 34t reported less
cooperaEiont L2+ reported more cooperatj-on and 7* gave an
alternate response. Otrer half of Ehe nurses (58t) reported
that t,he response E,ime of ancillary senrices was slower or
Ehat there had been no change (gr+) and only 4+ reported E.hat
response time was f asE,er. Seven percenE did noE answer or did
not know. More nurses reported a decrease in the time they
spent with their patients (57t) than reported an increase
(3t), buE many (39t) reporE,ed no change and lt did not
respond. Asked for their percepEions of Ehe $raliLy of
patienE, care, 57t of Ehe nurses stat,ed t,hat, it had decreased;
32t reported no change, 5t did not respond; and, only 5t said
that the guality of patient care had improved. These daEa are
presenLed in Table 4, p.46.
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in patient care reported by nurse subjects
Time Spent
Ancillary
Patient.
Subj ect
Quality
with
Response
Acuity
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Response
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+
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Work Changes

Questions concerning the area of work changes included
changes in the assignment of responsibilities and changes in
job descriptions, ds well as changes in the way that care was
delivered and in the use of technology. The subjecEs were
asked if non-nursing E,asks had been reassigned Eo someone
el se . Many nurses ( 53 t ) report.ed that they had not ; some
(39t) reported that such Easks had been reassigned to
technicians, EransporE personnel, I'IAs and,/or LPNs, and 8+ did
noE, respond.

o
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responsibilities had been reassigned to
someone other than an RN, most (51t) replied that there had
not heen a change, while 30t stated that RI{ responsibilities
had been reassigned to LPNs, cross-Erained technicians, hIAs,
behavior health aides or program Eherapists, dieEary
persorrnel, and/or Clinicat Nurse specialists . Nine percent
gave alternate responses. Over half the nurses (72* ) reporE,ed
that there had been rfo elimination of repetit,ive or
unnecessary Easks; only 20t said that there had been and 8*
gave other responses (see Figure 2, p. B) . MosE negistered
Nurses (59+) reported no change in Lheir job description but
26* did report such changes. Five percent did noE respond.
Changes in LPN job descripEions were reporEed by some units
(38*) but not by others (42t) . The 20* responding with
"other" answers included nurses from unit.s which did not
eqlloy LPNs. The sarne was tnre of NA job descripE,ions: 54t
reporE.ed. changes; 30t reported no changes and 15t gave "other"
responses which included that, they did not work with I-IAs ( see
Table 5, p.a8). Some nurses (45t) stated E,hat the way care
was now delivered on their unit was less effective, buE only
7* said that the care detivery was more effective. Many (35t)
reported n.o change in the way Ehat care was delivered and 12t
gave "other" responses. None of the nurses reported that the
use of technology had decreased; 58t reported that iE had
increased; 35t EhoughE Ehere had been no change and 7* did not
When asked
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Elimination of unnecessary or

Figure 2.
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Work changes reported by nurses subj ecLs
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Professional Issues
In this category, Professional Issues, nurses were asked
to respond to qr:estions regarding the conErol of nursing
practice, collegial relationships wit.h physicians, issues of
personal authority, eEhj-cal issues, and issues of superr/isory
support and job security. Many nurses (51t) reporEed more
eLhical responsibilities to patient,s; many (43+ ) saw no
change; 3t said that eEhical responsibilities were less; and,
3t did not respond. Onrer half the nurses (59t) report,ed Ehat
they had less a-bility to cont,rol their personal nursing
practiee; only 5t reporEed they had more ability to control
their nursing practice; 23+ saw no change; and, 3t gave
"other" responses. Several nurses (47t) said t,hat they had
less auEhority to deE,ermine patienE, care; only 7t said that
they had more authority; 43t stated Ehere had been no change
and 3t gave "other" responses (see Tab1e 6, p.50) . Many
nurses (59+) report.ed Ehat t,hey erperienced a reducEion in the
supporL Ehat they received from Eupervisors; others (31t)
experienced no change; and, 4* did not answer. OnIy 5t
reporEed an increase in Ehe amount of support that they
received. I"Iany nurses (Sgt) ercperienced a reduction in Eheir
job security; some (S+t) said that it had not changed; 4+ gave
no response; and, only 4* experienced an increase in their job
security. The majority of nurses (?0*) reporLed no change in
t,heir coIIegial relat.ionships with physicians; l1t said t,hat
relationships had inqlroved; 14t said Lhat relaLionships were
less collegial; and, 5t gave "othet'' responses.
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Professional Issues reporE,ed by nurse subjects
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Personal Issues
The final category, Personal Issues, asked nurses to
respond to a variety of questions related Eo relationships and
comnunicat,ion, stress and morale, and changes in salary or
benef

its.

I"Iany

nurses (43t) reported that interpersonal

less collegial;

o

relaE ionships among RNs, LPNs, and I'IAs, were

t

38t reported no change; only l-lt reported E,haE these
relat.ionships were more collegial; and, 8t gave no response.
The majority of nurses (e e*) reporLed a decline in Eheir
morale, but 30t reported no change and 5t gave "oEhet''
responses. Only 3t reported thaE, their morale had improved
( see Figure 3 , p. 51) No one reporEed E,hat the st,ress 1eveI

o
s0

o

t

t

on the uniE, had decreased while almost all (Aet) said that the
sEress level had increased. Some nurses (r+t) reported that
the unit stress level was Ehe same. There were no "other"
responses in this category (see Figure 4, p.52).
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o

Figure
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Figure 4. Change in uniL stress leve1
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majority of nurses (SO*) reported Ehat the amount of
coilmrunicaEion by rumor or grapevine had increased hut 5t
thought that. it had decreased. Fifteen percent *cperienced no
change and no "other" responses were offered in this caEegory.
MosE of the nurses (85t) had not experienced any change in
their salary and benefits but l-1t reported that there had been
a change. This f igure represents both positive and negat,ive
responses, ES several nurses reporEed an increase in salary
related to the collective bargaining agreement in place (?*)
but 4t referenced the elimination of charge nurse pay, which
resulted in red.uced. sa1ary. These data are reported in Ta-b1e
7, p.53.
The
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Table 7
Personal changes reporLed by nurse subj ects
Collegriality
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In addition to these caEegories, the nurses were asked
to respond Lo five oE.her quesE,ions relat,ed to restructuring
and their feelings abouE their nork environment. These
questions concerned E,he nurses' perceptions of their
participation in the restrucEuring process and Eheir
perceptions of Uhe current work environment, ds well as how
ofE,en they thought about, leaving E.he profession of nursing or
their currenE jobs.
When asked Eo rrrhat degree Eheir input was sought
E.hroughout the restr-ucturing, only I-t responded. that Eheir
inpuE. was alr'rays sought and only 9+ responded that it was
usually sought.; 28t said thaE Eheir inpuL was sometimes sought
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and 3t had al-ternate responses. The remaining 58t said that
their inpuE was infrequently (f0t) or never (2st) sought. When
asked Eo what degree their input was uE,ilized, Eo subj ects
responded t,hat. E,heir input was always uEilized; 1* said t,heir
input uras usually uEil-ized; 22* said E.haE Eheir inpuE was

util ized; errtd, 4t had "oEher" responses . The
remaining 73t said Ehat their input was infrequently (39t) or
never (34t) ut.ilized
Nurses were asked hovr they felt about E.heir current work
environment with only 4t responding thaE they felt very
positive abouL their current environment; 19t reported Ehat
they f elt posit,ive; 35* f elt neuEral; 24* f elt negative; and,
5t felt very negative about their current work environment.
Ttrelve percent gave "other" responses, including choosing a
range between those caEegories supplied (see Figure 5, p.55).
Irlhen asked how ofEen they considered leaving E,he
profession of nursing, 61t reporLed that they often (20t) or
somet,imes (41t) thought of leaving; 5* gave "other" responses
and the rema j.ning suhj ects rarely ( 19 t ) or almost never ( 15t )
thought of leaving the profession of nursing. Finally, when
asked how ofLen they thought. of leaving their current job, 64*
replied thaL they of ten (32t ) or somet,imes (32t ) thoughE of
leaving, 3t gave "other" responses and the remaining subjects
rarely (22+) or almosE never (11t) thoughtr about leaving their
current jobs.
somet.imes
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Figure 5 . Nurses' f eel ings tourard current
work environment.
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The subjects were asked Eo answer fj-ve additional openend.ed quesLions designed Eo allow Ehem to provide more
specifics about, the restructuring they had experienced. They

were also offered a final opporEunity to add any oEher
conrnenE,s they hrould tike to make. The nurses were asked to

a

t

describe Eheir perceptions of Ehe effecE of the changes Ehey
had identif ied in t,he forced choice questions as well as
discuss Eheir personal feelings abouE these changes - The
subjects, responses to each quesLion yielded a variety of
answers; hor,uever, several themes emerged through the analysis
of their conrmenEs. Each question will be identif ied and Ehe

a
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nurses' responses will be grouped according to the

a

I

E,hemes

which emerged.
OuesE,ion

# 47

This question asked Ehe subjects to describe the effects
of the restructuring changes that Ehey had previously
identified in questions 10 through 46. Their responses can be
grouped into four caEegories; psychological, patient, care,
nursing practice, and attiuude Eoward hospiEal administration.
Each of these will be discussed separately.

t
Psychological EffecEs
Responses

o

o

t

o

in this category covered a wide variety of

emoEions. Ifords conunonly used included decreased moral-e, burn
ouL, negaE,ivity, f rustration, worry, anLicipation, and apathy.
I"Iany nurses reported a prevalenee of "bad attitudes"
throughout the hospital described as discontent, resentment,
distrrrst, and demonstrated through sarcasm, fricLion, and,

outright hostiliEy in

cases. Nurses also responded that
Lhey oft,en feIE. extrausted or tired even during their free
t.ime. A feeling of enduring hardship was conveyed,
accompanied by a feeling of being unimportant, or unappreciated
by employers. Some nurses elq)ressed thaE. they dreaded coming
Eo work due to Ehe strained relaE,ionships, "hassles", and
pessimism encountered. AIso prevalenL was a sense of anxiety
related to an uncerEain future and a sense of "wait j-ng. "
Although feelings of depression and loss were mentioned by
some, feelings of sEress were mentioned by Ehe majority of the
some

I
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nurses. Some of
feelings:

E,he conrnent,s of

fered besL stulmarjze

"Peychologically, it wears on me. r love what r
do, but dread ccnring to work many days because of
the Etress, hassle, unresolved issues, etc.
Physically, I Erm more tired. . .It's very
discouraging and I feel very unirrportant and
unappreciated. " (#010)
"The changes are only beginning on nry unit.
Rumors fIy every day. It is worrisqne and

I

depressing regarding job security as all decisions
for Btaffing will be made by seniority. I have
littIe.
Group dynamice are unchanged on the
surface but, rumors are usually negaEive and people

are afraid to talk ouE loud." (#

I

0L3)

"Poor morale, physical exlraustion, and many more
staff off uith work related injuriee." (#023)

are only in procesis, so haven't had time to Eee
long EeIen output. We are surrently approaching
Iay-offs. Morale is low- Changes made ao far
have been more negative and time consuming E,han
o1d way of doing things. Stress level increased,
patient, census increased, time with patients
"We

o

decreased." (041)

"Feel like f'm floundering here--morale terrible.
Everyone aE everyone's throaL. " (#042)

o

o

f . . . are more Etressed, over:wheImed, insecrrre
uith their jobs and roles. Everyone seelns to
think their responsibilities and nr:mber of tasks
to do are increasing. As a result, relationships
are more Eenee, less E:rrsting and Ehere's a lot
of fr:Lrstrat,ion." (#049)

"SEaf

stress on unit. Work is harder. Causes
friction among staf f . Lots of distnrst wit'h
changes to csne." (#063)

"More

I
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Although infrequent, Lhere were isolated positive
cormrents in Ehis category, as represented by this conunenL:
"Better staff morale. Better work load. Better
care to patients. I enjoy where I work now,
but there is always room for inprorrement - "

t

(#057)

PatienE. Care Effects

in this category emphasized Ehe nurses'
concerns for patient care and the quality of that care. Ivlost
ofEen ment,ioned in relation to paEient care was t,he issue of
changed staffing Ievels. The nurses expressed fear thaE
patienEs would be "losL in the shuffle" or "fall through the
Cracks," and that mistakes or errors would occur due Eo
st.af f ing short,ages and/or unErained staf f . Some nurses
believed that Eheir paEienE care environment was unsafe or
poEenLially unsafe. Others believed that patienE care
conq)romises occurred in the areas of teaching Lime and t,ime
provided for emotional supporE.. Infrequently mentioned was
the shortage of supplies and long waits for paLients. Many
Responses

t

l

a

t

nurses voiced corlcern EhaL a "minirmfi standard" had now become
the "nornt'' where patienL Care was Concerned. A sample of

t.heir

t

corrmrents

ref lecEs this:

"Decrease in quality of patienE care. Greater
chance of med. errors, rlurses missing inqrortanE
changes, etc., in patienE'B condition'" (#003)

to handle changes in paEient
"Less flexibility
condition secondary to lese staff." (#008)

I
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"I would anticipate frustration due to IITy present
understanding and erqreriences that we have already
ercperienced before our own resEriucEuring. It is
beconring unsafe - Bottorn 1ine. " (#Oer)
like we are giving decreased carer not aE
good. Lower morale, increased Etress." (#022 )

"Fee1

o

"we have not corrpleEed our restsructuring. We have
had to decrease Etaffing to meeE our budgeE and,
on top of that, ueually are short one R.N.
Patients who used Eo be 1:1 are almost always 2:L-"
(#024

t

)

"Issues are dependent upon patient acuity and
staffing ratios. It Eeerns we are working with
increased astriEy in patient,s wiEh less staf f . . . "
(#02s)

t

"Mj.nirmrm

ls the

standard of care ie now acceptable and

*norm'

.

"

(#029)

"Has created -bad

attitudes' all around
hospital. There is underlying discontent no
matter which unit you visit - I recently floated
to another unit where I felt patient care was

o

o

o

cofllprornised- - nursee stood around neglecting

patients to dissuss the idiocy of this
resErucEuring."

(#032)

"I feel working short staffed 99* of the time
has caused a major increaee in Et,ress for both
pat,ients and staf f . WE, aE nurEes, have less
time to spend getting to know our customers due
to IesE staff- I feel that there are some
incidences that *pecrple fal1 Ehrough the
cracks' . ..Genera1ly, the current, a&ninietrative
sEaff has Eo rnany fosus centered projects I feel
the patient has becqne lost in t,he general
shuffle of -revamtr)ing'. I think its'B a sharne
the patient is no longer the tfosus'." (#051)

To find positive cormlents in this categfory was rare, but
t.hey did exist:
G
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"More t,echnicaL ef f icienclf available . Therefore,
more time to teach and help patienEs." (#040)

excellent tube system.
Lab has becqne elower with results." (#048)

"Pharmacy irqlroved. . . .and

o

I

I

t

t

"It mighE be for good and inprovement of
care." (#052)

paEienE

Nursing Practice Effects
PrevalenL in this category were concerns about standards
of care, nursesr job rotes, and concerns a^bout care being
delivered. by non-nursing erylloyees. The nurses voiced concern
that, t,heir professional role was changing in such a way as Eo
move them away from direct patient care. The increased use of
LrPNs and I{As was an issue of concern for mosE of the nurses.
Ivlany of E,he subj ects believed that, because of Uhe reducEion
in t,he nr-rmber of RNs, they had less latitude and flexibility
in Eheir practice and. Ehat they experienced increased ethical
practice concerns. tvlenEioned again were unsafe practices,
changing stand.ards of care, and increased responsibility:
"Very stressful. Short sEaffed almost a normal
no?r. Nursing picking up rpre tlittle jobs' . They
are using our aides Eo draw blood- -noE replacing
them with Bomeone else to work at the bedside."
(#0le )

t

"hcreased responsibiLity due to increase in use of
LPNg. Ssne have never been trained i.n on
telemetry Bo you watch double the Eelemetries
(youre and your LPN buddy). LPNs hired withouE
exSrerience in telemetr^Jr so we increase our I,PN

o
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quota. You spend more time with new orders of
tPNs, sEarting fVs, signing off orders, and at
times gett,ing the admit, vs. the LPN, giving IV
meds. (you' re assigned the EErme amount of
patients, plus increased asuity) . It's happening
that a new LPN will get extra hours, i.e. double
vE" an RN as we need the LPN guota." (#033)
"There are fewer RNs for sicker patients and
increased procedures on unit (exanqrle,
cardiorrersions) . r find myEelf spending more
Eime doing thinge for LPNs' patients thaL they
can'E do (IV meds. and orderglr Eo I'm bugier.
and
RNs are doing all the more diffictrlt
procedure patients so there is increased Bt,ress

for

C

t

with that."

(#034)

'L wish I could leave my profession. It's hard to
be an RN and not deliver good care." (#060)
"LPNs are e:qrected to do more hands on patsient care
for more patient,E, They are resentful of the RNs "
Rtils are getting Btretched thinner and thinner. "
(

I

me

#os+

)

"There is tremendoue eeparation of people due to
tiElee. RI{s want their respect aB the leader of
each team and want charge pay. Others, . . . Ed1r
ever1rone is equal yets they do not feel the same
respongibiliEy as the RN." {#059}

*in transition' phaee has scared me. will
"The
I have a job? A unit Lhat, has made the coriplete
change has had nurses being bunped after years
of working. Hon can iE be beneficial to
patients to take away the more knowledgeable
RNs. . . and put Ehese RNs into a greneral surgical
f loor? Itho suf fers? The patient . " ( #074 )

AE,titude Tourard Hospital AdministraEion
Anger and disUrust prevailed in Ehe coflrllents in this

caEegory. The nurses' corrrnents reflected a sense of "we-E,he]/'
between themselves and the perceived decision makers. Issues

I
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I

t

t

t

t
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centered around the prevalence of information by grapevine or
rumor, and the lack of direct information from Ehose seen as
driving the changes. In addition, the nurses said E.hat they
did not feel that adminisEraLors understood ruhat t"hey did or
how they did it.
Some of their comnenEs f ollow:
"Patient Foctrsed Care not on our unit yet- however we have new nElme tags--Eecretary now has
nursing lisEed after her name--not secretaaY!
Cleaning help have told nurses they will be able
to do the nurse aide classes and do both
cleaning and I'IA duties." (#005)
"...We put, in long, hard days with littsIe or no
posiEive reinforcement or aupport. r see
crrtbacks in neceseary staff nrrmbers, supplies,
professional vs . non-professiorral. etc. Hear
about money iesues and then Eee thousands upon
thousands being Epent on remodeling,
restructuring, paintings on wa1Ie, etc. It'e
very discouraging and f feel very uninqlortsant
and unappreciat,ed. " (#010)

I

o

t

"Ttrings are just sEarting to change. The
uncertainty of what's to cgne is what's
stressful . T{e don't Eeem to get any EEraight
angwers." (#016)

"AftninisEration does noE list,en to nursing so
stress is uF, rumors are up." (#020)

"At Ehis time se stiIl don't know how our unit'
will be organized. Ssne of the changee feel
like they are changing just f,or the sake of
change and because it'e the latest trend
acrosE Ehe U.S. I feel reEentful that these
changee are driven hV adninistrators who have
no direct contact with patients. All t'hey see
is the bottsn 1ine, i. e. f irrancial picture. I
do realize EhaE we need to keep the financials
in mind. However, I don't feel they have a

I
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tnre grip on just what iE is we do and what is
the besc way to go about our jobs." (#035)

t

I

cannot geE answera to our qrrestions
regarding changes. A&ninistration does a good
job of paying 'Iip selrrice' and saying that they
want to keep us inforrned, but when actually
asked a question they seem unable to give a
direct answer." (#037)

"We

"It Eeems the more things are changed the more
they stay the aame. There are constant
meddlings by managers to change raLios, eEc.
OuE irrput is * heard' wich synpathetic nods . "
(#046)

I

I

"Basically, the *restructuring' ig Etill being
plarured. I have no knowledge of what it will
be like or look like. I.hst of the
csnrrrnication about PFC is in the form of *We
don't know what that will be like/look 1ike. '
Stressful, etc., to think about having to rebid for a job I've had for 14 yeare." (#055)
"...No one is in charge--we used to work in
teams- -now they have broken up established
tearns and refuse to acknowledge it - Pecple
speak in fork- Eongues. " (#059)

t

t

o

"T feel it ie bringing morale down and they are
aeking more with no direction and no pay for
leading a team if that,'s what we do. No one
is in charge." (#070)

# 48
This question asked t,he suhjects how t,hey thoughE,
resEr:ucturing had affecEed t,hem, personally. Responses to
this question feII inE.o categories similar to those in E,he
first question and consisted of psychological, patient care,
and nursing practice. Another Eheme which appeared was
related Eo the nurses' aEE.itudes tor,'rard hospiLal

OuesE,ion
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administration, buL could better be described as issues of
powerlessness. The responses to this qr.r.estion, dlt,hough
following similar themes, were more personalized, ds the
qr:esEion suggesEed, and the cormnents vlere somewhat. different.
in nature.

I
Psychological

nurses' responses in t,his category were similar Lo
the previous quest,ion, yet more personalized, as the following
Thre

t

examples shovr:

t

cynical attitude toward corporate
hospitals--they say it's for patient (PFC or
Pat,ient Focrreed Care) ; in reality. with all
their ef f orts to restrircture; they' re ewit,ching
pecples' hours, eEc.; but in new facilitiee,
eqrripment, remodeling and expansion efforts. I
refer to it. aE Profit Foflrsed Care." (#001)

t

nDecreased morale and confirmed
leave profession." (#002)

"Ver1r

decision to

"Strese due to unfamiliarity of new unit, pecple
I haven't worked with, added respongibiliEy,
workload, etsc." (#018)

I

o

"stress leveI increased. Oft,en nnrst chooee
hetween getting ouE on time and taking a lunch
break- -more Eired on my off time too." (#024)

"It makes me uncertain about whaE the role of
the RN will be. I have been quite apathetic
about all of the changes due to other streaaes
in my life, I haven't been paying a whole lot
of attrenEion." (#027)

o
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"At this point it hasn't changed or affected me
other t,han t,he rrorry of what will ha14ten. Will
yre crlt RN sEaff? Will I be working with a new
staff? I{i}I there be undue negativeness? Will
it, be unsafe staffing?" (#048)
'T'lre fear of job safety--the fear of
malpracticeg." (#052)

o
'Angry, frrrstrated, because of personal
concerns--I feel trapped to continue in an
increasingly hostile environnrent. " (#0gr)

f

"Tires me out I I have made a conscious effort
to take care of myeelf." (#053)

if I'm not directly affected, how can I
watch other people being affected without
enqlathy? what situations will I be er<pected to

"Euen

I

function in when floated off

my

unit?"

"I'm looking into other options for
(#072

I

(071)

er'ryloyment . "

)

There was one posiE.ive corcnent noEed:
"I've becsne more adaptable. I have worked hard
on rry attitsude Eorrard acceptsance of new changee-enjsy the chaIlenge." (#076)

o

PatienE, Care Ef fecE.s
The nurses' responses

o

in this Category

perceived change in patient care affecEed Ehem personally.
They expressed that their enjolment, and saEisfaction of the
work they were doing was diminishing. The nurses expressed
concern that they could no longer deliver Ehe care Eo patients

t
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that Lhey uranted to deliver or that they had learned to
deliver in nursing school. They expressed that their ability
to attend to the total needs of patienEs was significantly
diminished and they voiced concerns for the hospit.al' s
reput.ation for quality care. Represent,ative conrnents
sunnlar Lze'.

"Personally, I have always enjoyed my job and
enjoyed taking care of patients. I haven't f,e1t
the fu1l effect of restrucEuring yet." (#015)
"stress here and at home- -,Iob satisfaction- can't do what I wish to do for my patients- being pulled in too many different directions,"
(#01e)

a

"Our assessment and obser:vation skills as well
our act,ing as patient advocate are going to be
limited in matters of time allowed for these
necessary and most, inportant, aspects of our
profession. " (#02L)

o

"L don't have t,he t,ime Eo prorride qrrality care- 1)Heavier patient load, 2) Papemork.' (#028)

specific area has not begnrn itr's
rest,ructuring yeE. We have had 5 - 6 RNs leave
for various reasons ouer the pasE year with none
being replaced. Assigrrments have been beccrning
more dif f icrrlt and staf f lng has been ver:f tight.
I feel more stregsed because at times I can't
give the care I feel f should. Since f feel I
don't have any say in what is happening, f have
dealE with itr b,y decreasing my hours. I will
conEinue to do this so I will have to spend less
time here." (#029)
"My

o

a

"So far, our unit hasn' t started

rmrch

restrarcturing lL-Z yeara frsn now) . I uoraY
that the reEurn to team nursing (which they
don't call it that- -but it is) on my floor will

e
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allow me less time with nry patient,s. I've been
told the goal is less travel time and less new
fares for Ehe paEient, but, in actualitry trhe
patients Bee a team of care givers more t,han
just the nurse. Therefore the pat,ient prohably
has t,o repeaE angwers . " ( #031)

o

"r've becone franstraEed, feeling like after all
these years we've now gone and are going
backwards more. I ueed to feel satisfied wiEh
my conEribuEion tro the unit, i. e. being on
corunitteee Ehat inprorre our qluality of care..."
(#033

o

)

"Aides help with baths- -r am justr as busy buE am
free to look at patients' tot,al needs, not j ust

helping with ADL's lActivities of Daily
Livingl." (#040)

negative toward adninieEration and
the kind of patient care that will
be given or not giwen." (#050)
"Made me more

upsets about,

a

"wit,h looking toward resEnrcturing I anticipate
increased pat,ient load with help frsn less

skilled pergonnel."

a

(#057)

"I can'E be Eure ]ret buts I am concerned that the
patient care will be lese effective due to
changes resulEing in less job satisfaction. I
also feel Erapped." (#068)
". . . Feel that Big Brother/The Corlroration ie
concerned only with finances- -patient care will

not benefit."

(#074)

I

o

Nursing Practice Effects
The personal effecEs on the nurses were also reflected
in their coiltrnenE.s regarding Eheir nursing pract,ice. They
elcpressed concern for their hours and for their joh security.
They also elq)ressed worry f or their future in a poor j ob
market. The nurses staEed Ehat they had obsenred the

t
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o

I

t

reduction of the hours of oEher nurses and had obsenred that
nurses ruho left. were not replaced. In this conEercL, they also
elq)ressed personal fear of malpracEice and liabiliUy concerns
relat.ed to their responsibilities. Some of the cormnents
elcpress worry:

o

a

t

a

I

"I have difficulEy sleeping some nights aE job
searrity is a major stressor for me as I'm single.
At presenE trhe job markeE is poor and I like my
current job a Iots." (#013)
"started me thinking about the future- -decided to
get BSN to be able to be more flexible and
marketable. Increaee opEions--don't want to be
at ttheir' merry." (#Or+)

'I am personally insulted to Ehink Ehat a
consulting firm has the ability to teII
professional nuraes how to do their jobs-

"I feel lack of control- -Like I can't do nursing
like I was trained to do nursing. I'm losing
conEact with paEients with each changre in
persor:ne] . " (#032)
"FrusEration- -One exanqrle I am realIy f nrstratsed
about involves getst,ing rid of the central desk.
I don't tshiflk they realize the amount of
collaborat,ion that occurs between nurges,
eepecially in a crisis. If everyone gets
Beparated into Eheir *pod' this will greatly
decreaee the amorrnt of collaboration. r feel.
gorry for new grads or nurees new to the unit.
Ttrere wiLl be Less opportunity to learn frsn a

variety of

e

- -"

(#021)

RI{s.

"

(#035}

r am not
sure if it will really inproue things or not.
Perhaps it will only increase existing chaos and
we'11 be worse off than before." (#038)

"So far. I'm very akepuical about it.

duties are being given to sEaff that were
supplied brlf other departments without increase of

"l-)trfiore

I
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sEaff . z)More frrrsEration because I feeL thaE
because of this less nursing care is given, such
as lab draws now being done by t{AE or ssne R.l{s
slowing other necessary duEies because this is
now a priority." (#0++)

"Fersonal1y, rest,rrrcturing has caused me to trake
a closer look at my objectivee and goals. It has
caused me Eo re-foctrB, creating an irrner look at
where and how and who I rea1"Iy am- -hoth
profeseiorrally and personally, I have received a
great benefit frmr all the Eurmoil and a sincere
hcpe that this 'pIan' will truly work to benefit
my paEienEa. It's caused me to becsne a greaEer
personal advocate for my paEienEa." (#051)
". ..everyone worries about Iay-offs and how
enployees who may bunp into our unit would affect

our uniE. "

t

o

a

a

(#09+)

Issues of Powerlessness
The subjects voiced ilrany concerns regarding the conErol
of their practice and their environment, by "outside" forces.
The nurses stated thaE E.hey felE thaE they were being told
what would happen instead of having a say in the process.
Some nurses stated thaL corffnittees existed and thaE, nurses
were part of these conrnittees, but added that they felt that
the conrnitEees and Ehe ouEcomes of conmitEee processes were
largely conurolled by management or predetermined. A sense of
apaEhy Eoward. organizational decisions and a sense of distrusE.
prevailed, fls represenEed by these conunenEs:
"It hasn't affected my job buE it has affected
how I feel about Ehe organizatsion and my coworkers." (#026)

o
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I

"...The csnmiEEees are being eliminated, lees
time paid for projects or no t,ime paid or the
ccnrrnitE,ees are now being hand picked hy the
managers." (#033)
"We

stil1 don't know where we're aE."

(#O+Z)

t

"I have becsne rynica1 and non- Enrsting of
a&ninistrat,ion. I have Eeen millions of dollars
spent to reconsLruct a whole floor and see t'hat
unit, msve two years later and the whole floor
needs changing again. I feel apathetic Eowards
hospital plarrning- -'why should r care' ." (#046)

I

nI feel helpless and lied to."

(#059)

"I feel like r don't count aa a person, only
Borneone to do whaE? I don't kno$." (+070)

t

"Working has hecome more stressful. Attitude is
more negative at times. Feeling of losing

control of situation."

Ouestion

t

t

(*073)

#49

This question asked t,he subjects how they felt about the
changes which had occurred. The Ehemes identified in Eheir
responses re1aE,ed to paEient care, prof essional issues,
physical environment changes, and administraEive control.
Pat,ient Care

of the feel-ings already expressed about the leve1
of patienE Care were expressed again, here, buE with more
expansj-on and emphasis. Some of Ehe subjecEs' Conments
illustrate this:
I"Iany

e

o
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"...f'm disappointed at the level of care around
the hospitsal; it's worse than it used to be;
there'a more conq:laints frcrn patients and their
fami1ies..." (#001)
far as aides learning to draw blood, I
can tell you I wouldn't want Ehem practici.ng on
me ! ! We have plenty of times when there aren' t
any e)q)erienced Etaff or, Eo patient,E g:et
mercilesely poked, and have to be redrawn in the
A.M. b1r a real lab tech. Tltere's no excllse for
treating our patients like this. They're
already in pain, and they only have so $tany
veins! Besides, it's a waste of time and money
for ue, Ia"b, and the Dr. who has to be called
about the lab thatr ean'tr be drawn." t#003)
'.

o

t

. .A.B

t

'Not pleased- -Housekeeping and Lab should not be
doing I.IA duties and vice verE a, ser-rice
coordinator hae enough Eo do mar:aging the desk,
phone ca1Is, etc., rmrch less drawing Iab work or
making beds. I do not want to be reEponaible
for the care Borleone elee ie giving- - I did team
nursing and do not, want to go back to those
situatione - -patients are si.cker. eqrriprnent is
more high tech and patients are here for verlr
short, periods of Eime." (#007)

I

"AE

o

I stated, we have not corqrleted our
resEnrcturing. T[re Etaf f ing changes have caused
morale tso be lorr, and patients receive adequate
care but not superior care." (#024)
"*Profit Foflrsed Care' benefits hospitals not
pat,ients. " (#028)
"NAs drawing blood, catheterizing, etc., is only
for cost management in my cpinion. I wouldn't
want a lot of the NAs I know drawing my blood eo

t

I think it's totally unfair tro the patient to
use trhem as pin-suehions." (#049)
"Fearful of present, job loss aE I know it.
Fearful of loss of quality care for patients.
Fearfu1 of patient safety." (#055)

t
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t

o

a

t

"Poorer paEient care, longer time to answer cal-I
lights, check med. errors, check patient
Eeaching Eime." (#060)
"As inEelligent people, wE know changes have to
be made in healthcare. The term *PatienE
Focused Care' is poor--*Profit Focused Care' is
Patients are not getting the Eame
more like it.

care."

t

(053)

"I think 'Patlent Fosused Care' is a wonderful
idea, but it Beems to have more fosus on money
than patients. The prototype, however, looks
great." (#068)
"I don't feel nursing care will ctrange for
bet,ter." (#073)

a

I

e

I

Professional

fn this category, the nurses elq)ressed concern for E,he
amount of responsibility they have for increasing ntlnbers of
non-professional staf f . Most prevalent trlas the concern for
guality care. Their conments sulTmarize:
"I believe that Ecfite restnrcturing is necessarY
with the current health care climate. However,
I think that the bottmr line is only money and
that is ehorEsighted. RNs can and do make nuny
contributions toward positive outctrnes. I arn
concerned a^bout the RN as professional." (#013)
"I feel RNs are being forced out of poeitionsthere is uncertainty and I feel in the end
patient care will euffer. Less RNE." (#016)
"Poorly thought out- -nursing not always
coneieEent-

-other

departmentss

-

cut areas- -nursing

t
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t'he

t
to he there picking up the slack without
any more help; Iab, transport, dietary." (#019)
Eeerns

a
"Purely cost conEainmenE, not looking at guality
outccrnea. . . etudy clearly point.s Eo inprorred
outcuneB, quicker discharge with lesser
coqllications when you use more RNe. Yet
hospitals don't. want to look at this-" (#023)
G

I

'I realize thaE we rmrsts have changes in health
care. It concerne me trhat rue are ctrtsEing direct
pat,ient, care when it seelne like the whole system
is the problem. I f,ee1 quite hopeless thaE we
have any power Eo change rmrch. We rmrst all do our
parE but it BeeInE easiesE to affect patrients and
staff rather than dnrg and manufacEuring and
insurance eorrqranieg." (#027)

o

o

"IJpset. I Eee quality of care and education
Ehatr we worked so hard for being decreased.
Mora1e is decreaeed, and *I don't care'
aEEitsude, *Iet's geE ouE of here' . I 8tri11
believe in giving quality of care and educaEion
buE the demands of an assigru[enE ssnetime
interfere. Ttre erq)owelrnent of nurses (RNs) is
being taken away sIow1y. Ttris is wrong and a
direct, effect. on quality of care. We've worked
hard Eoward erq)owering ourselves and now I feel
our say is meaninglees." (#033)
iE if it ign't broken? tle have been
told thaE our hospital is one of the Eop ten in
the naEion for patient satisfacEion. So whaE's
the problern? Why change it?" (#038)

"why f ix

o

I

control of nursing pracEice- -LitEle input
or input encouraged- -Too rmrch sEress to get atl
tasks done." (#O+r)

"LesB

"So far there has been no discr.rssion or thought
of quality nursing eare. -Cust,crner Se:rrice'
seemc to be Ehe prilnarY enqlhasis with no
enqrhasis on quality of nureing care. I also
think thaE lees RNs will be needed." (#044)

t
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"PaEient Foctrsed Care is currently being
instituted here--I have pur?osely avoided
reading anything about it- - I don't feel included
and I am fearful of firy future job description.
PFC has noL corne Eo our units yet and I secreEly
halpe

iE fizzles before its arrival."

(#045)

it changes our work team and many of
my colleaElues have quiE because of it . " (*070)
"I'm

3

o

upsets

"It, makes Iittle gense to me to have rearranged
people into Eclre areas they have no desire or
eq)ertise in which to work. So rmrch so that
sf,ne have resigrned. The good pecple are going-those who have already retired on the job are
staying." (#077)

Physical Environment

in this area surrounded the amounE of rnoney Lhe
nurses saw being spent on unit and hospital renovation, their
comrnenE.s in this area direct,Iy related Eo the lack of money
t,hey saw being spenE on personnel resources. The nurses
expressed irriE,ation wiEh E.he inconvenience of reconstruction.
rn addition, many nurses ffcpressed frustration wit.h Ehe
physical plant changes as weII, citing as problems reduced
cofimon areas for nurses, such as nursing sEaLions, and smaller
spaces f or suppl ies and storage. Some nurses elipressed t,hat
the changes had actually hindered their work, raEher than
f acil itated it . Fina11y, nurses elq)ressed concern Ehat the
hospital would spend more money than it could recover. Some
of t,heir conrnenEs f olIow:
Connnents

I

I

+

e
"So far it's justs been a lot of constli,rction and
the beginni,ng of croEis-training the lilAs- Of

a
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t
course, consEnrction is always an inconvenience
(#003)
and downright irritating!"

t

G

I

I

"Looking at the design of PFC. . . j"E's largeness
and lack of a cofirnon area for all nurses, I
don't, think the desigrn team understands how
rlurses work Eogether. I think t,he physical
desigrn alone will make our job harder and less
enjoyable. Csrrnunication beEween nurees and our
ability to help each other out will be harder.
I also feel that nurgeg will be forced tso
delegate t,oo much away and paEient care will
suffer. For exanqrle; Yes, EIfl IilA can do a bath
but often Eimes tshaE is when r do my moEit
conplete aeaessment, and establish a watrn ral4rort
with ffiy patients. I don'E always want Eo give
that away." (#020)

"r think some of the physical changes to the
building are good and long orrerdue. I disagree
with the changes in duties and staff mix." (#037)
"Ehey have redone one whole floor...and now have
*run out, of money' for Ehe rest of the

hospital."

o

t

(#050)

"It pleaees me to see units remodeled but thats's
only euperficial and rnaterialistic. I feel the
reetrucEuring should include profeesional
nurses' and physiciane' cpinions. I do not see
thats happening enti-rely. I am seeing a general
dernoralizing of all Ehe hospital enployeee and
it greatly saddens IIle. It will take a lot of
effort on evea^yone's part to pull togrether to
make al l of Ehege changes occilr . " ( #051 )
ni11 prohably not work- -a11 the
reconstnretion that is going on in the hospital
is also not going to solve the basic healthcare
problem- -we are spending lots of money Ehat we
riII not be able to recsver." (#054)
"PFC

o

are spending too nnrch money. [The
hoepitall has always been an excellents hospital
and we could have inprorred- - ssne things urottld be
able Eo be inproved without un-rooting the
entire facility." (#056)

"They

o
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AdminisErative Control
Again, the nurses voiced feelings of not being in
control, of having no choice in Ehe changes and of not having
been heard. One suhjecL asked if the researcher was familj-ar
with the term "catt1e being led to slaughEer" and others
eq)ressed the belief t,hat restructuring was occurring sole1y
to decrease staf f nurnbers. Conrnents ref lected a lack of
understanding on the part of Ehe design team organj-zing the
restructuring and the ahsence of nursing participation in
making decisions which directly affected them. The most

prevalent

t

o

I

in this caEegory was Ehe belief that
administraEion was focusing on financial viability, onIy, with
lit,tle regard for patienE outcomes. Some of the Itursesr
conunents ref lect this:
conunent

"I wish not to change but since I have no choice
I will do my best and let authority know if I
feel [the] eituation becsres untsafe . " ( #008)
"I think they are a waste of time and money and
I believe the basic concept for PFC will fa1I hy
the wayside in a few years." (#010)
"Restlrrcturing has been a way for the

I

a&trinistration to cut cost,s in Iahor, but
inprove the *physical' atsmosphere. Changes have
been made with input frsn the staff membere Ehat
are a part of the labor force, but only within
Are you
the already determined gruidelines.
familiar with the term *cattle being led to
slaughter'?" (#021)

I
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to restrrrcture so they can uses less
staff to get Ehe amount of work done, but have
no idea, ot don't care, about Ehe patienE care."

"They want

t

t

(#022

'It is flarsErating because I already feel
stretched to Ehe limit most days and now they
will again be asking us to take on more
reaponsibility with less help. I think patj-ent
care will suffer but if we bring up these
concerns we are Eold we aren' t open t,o change. "
(

I

)

#034

)

"NoE enough input into decisions waa received
f rmr nursing- - the group th"at gives th€ most
amount of direct care." (#035)

o

"I feel a&ninistration has gone orrerboard on the
nurnber of HIE [fuII time equivalent] RNs iE has
cut frcrn pennanent poeitions. I also think aome
people who are being bunped out of posiEions
can't be replaced by ssneone rrho is Eupposed to
be oriented inEo the position in Ewo weeks. I
am concerned for patient safety and gualiEy of
care." (#064)

t

"Disturbing that it's already over budget.
Don't like the new positions being created- -are
they the aarre jobs with different ramee?" (#065)
not been toJ,d yet how exactly thie
reatrucEuring wiLl op€ratse- -Most all of our PFC
classes are increasing EtreEE as we are xrever
told anything of substance. f feel that groups,
teams, rmrst have a designated leader/charge and
I am clgrical ahout this change along with the
increase of, non-medical people delivering direct
paLient care or orders that affect patient
"IiIe have

o

o

care."

(#059)

is inevitable. Participation and ideae
or concerns are not always addreseed." (#073)

"Change

o
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Questi_pns #54

a #55

The subjecEs were also asked turo questions v,rhich related
to how often they thoughE of leaving t,he profession of nursing
and how ofEen they thoughL of leaving their current j ob.

Follotrling each of these quesEions, the nurses were asked Eo
sEaEe what factors influenced their answers to E,hese
questions. The f acE,ors which the nurses identif ied as
influencing wheE,her or not they remained in r'l.ursing or their
current job fell into Ehree categories; economic, personal,
and job satisfaction. The responses Lo both quesEions were so
similar, t,hey will be discussed together.
Economic Fact,ors
The most corfiron response given by Ehe rlurses

I

a

t

questions was that saIary, benefits and senioriEy most
influenced them. I.Iany nurses noted that t,hey would not be
able Lo make a comparable salary in any other job or
profession and thaL they would not be able to work part-Lime
or have the sErme conLrol over their hours working elseurhere.
Many nurses *cplained that they had high seniority and,
therefore, were able Eo work their shift. of choice. Many
nurses also expressed that they were the sole supporE of their
families or that, their income was counted on in t.heir
households. Health care insuranse was also cited as a reason
Eo remain. A sample of Eheir conments follows:

I
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"Financial- and benefits. We have Ehree children
and we need t,he money I make aE well as the
insurance. I'ty husband' s plan isn' t nearly as
good!" (#003)

"I

I

am Ehe
(#008)

major financial Eupport for my family."

"Financial status--ability
paying j ob ." (#014 )

t

conqrarable

"T arn the main bread winner in my family and I
make a fair sa1ary. Nureing also allows me the

flexibilitry

I

to find

f need with my children."

(#037)

"ff I could find another job that paid ae weII,
I would leave in a heartbeaE. If I had less
atreas ats work, I would like it better. If the
people I worked with were less anxious and
stressed, I would like nry job better." (#049)
"ThiE is the only t,rade I have ever known and

o

that will help me sustain

nqr

famiIy."

(#052)

"Ttrree years left to get a reEirement benefiE.
(

#os+

"

)

"Pay ecale--can't do arrything else and be paid

e

at this level."

(#052)

"Longevity- -benefiEs- -need to work wit,h not rmrch
else out there in this pay scale. What else to

do? Generally like nursing."

e

(#063)

Personal FacEors

Of interest in Ehis caLegory were the coflImenLs by Ehe
nurses regard.ing Eheir age and their proximity to reEiremenE.

e
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a
said that they were two to six years from
reEirement. and did not want Eo j eopardize their retirement or
their seniority with t.he hospital . However, some nurses also
stated EhaE t,heir healE.h would be a deciding facEor regarding
their ability to continue in nursing or in Eheir job. I{any
nurses elq)ressed t.hat nursing was the only profession that
they had ever known and that Ehey trrere "Eoo old" Eo learn an
entirely new field of work. Finally, Ehe nurses cited the
poor j ob market as a reason to remain and Ehe f act t,hat they
could noE, E,hink of anyt,hing else to do which would afford them
Ehe sErme lifestyle they currently have. Ttreir conrnents

Some nurses

I

o

o

sufirrnarize:

I

o

o

"Too late in life to change job description- also would lose job sectrrity and Eenure." (#005)

"High seniority (tenure) - -no holiday Etatus at
present. I{ou1d be hard to give up r+orking
eqnewhere else. Ttrere are jobs ouEside of
nursing but I feel most are not available to me
because I do not have a degree." (#015)
"Sta.b1e union job--r have eeniority. Adequate
pay. Don't, know wlrat else I'd like to do and
I'm saEisfied." (#027)

"seniority, salary, intereet in people, years of
practice, current age." (#041)
"Cloeer Eo retrirement and years of senrice,

a

salarY."

(#044)

here, the contract secrrrity and
the level of pay. It's beccrne a job now- nothing more or lesg." (#050)

"IrIy senJ,ority

o
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"Seniority, pay rate, not wanting to learn a
job." (#058)

I

"I'Iy mother and my husband are both terminally
i1I--ffi1r job has been nry one conatant--now that it
isn't constant any longer only insurance keeps flIe
here." (#Ogr)

a

Satisfact,ion
This category conE.ained the greatest mix of both
positive and negative responses. The majority of nurses
responded that they had enjoyed a great, deal of personal
satisfacEion from their work wiE,h patienE,s and their ability
to help patients at E.he bedside. fn relation Eo Ehis, Ehe
nurses also said Ehat, if the qpaliLy of care were reduced to
the extent thaL iE wenE. belour their own personal sEandard or
if working conditions became unsafe, Ehey would leave. The
nurses al so e],cpressed concern abouE role changes , what, type of
job they might find themselves doing in the fuEure and whet.her
or noE they qrould like it. Some nurses expressed that they
would never leave Ehe profession of nursing. Finally, many
nurses said thaE they enjoyed the supporE of their colleagues
and the teamwork which occurred on their units. The nurses
noLed Ehat, if t,hese relationships were diminished, E,hey might
consider leaving . A sample of the nurses' colrtrnents f oIlows :
,Job

t

I

t

a

I

"Permanent, disability
out. . ." t#001)

or death will force

me

"l'Iainly my personal decision to stay with my
satisfaction of job, etc. I would not leave

a
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I
nursing butr mighE find a different avenue in
place Eo work, etc., depending on Ehe situation."

I

o

(#010)

"Right now I real1y enjoy nry job and tshe people I
work with. If [the hospitalJ makes nursj.ng a
hazardous job with unsafe stsaffing ratios I'11
leave. tr{oney is another factor - There are no
oEher part-Eime jobs Ehat pay aE weII. But
enjoying nry job is the biggesE factor." (#020)

"If f feel that I cannot perform to my own
standard of practice- -and come to a point that I
am unhappy beeause I carulot fulfill
what I feel
that I need to--I will leave the profession."

I

a

a

t

t

(#02L)

"At this time I have no plan to leave nursing, aE
I have juet really gotten into it. When I feel
that my hande have been tied and I'm not able to
prcnride safe patient care, wiJ.I be when r would
coneider morring on. I would probably sEay in
nursing, though, ." (#029)

"I will always be a nurse. The queetion is whether
I'11 remain in asute care. I want to work as a
nurse where I can touch my patientss- -wherever that
may be, that'E where I'11 go. If my time in
contact wit,h patients continues to decreaee, and my
paperwork and machine reading increaeee, I will
seriously search elsewhere for work." (#032)
"If I can't feel good abouE trhe care I Erm
delivering and the direction Ehe hoepital takes, I
would consider leaving." (#034)
"l sought this profeesion many years ago to assist
pat,ienEs botsh physically, moraIIy, and
epiritually.
I am doing my best to aseiet thern in
every way I can. I firmLy believe if I can
conEribute well being tro even one individnal and
assist, them in choices I have fulfilled fiy dream.
AB long as I can assist patsients to regain their
independence or assist them on their passage
through life by treaching them how to deal with
their illnees, I will continue in my present
job. . ." (#0sL)
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"Physical requirements. SEress levels-

o

the tail is wagging the dog- -government
do affect who gets treated and when- - it
subconscious but it does and that makes

nry

professj.on and medicine aE tainEed."

I feel
prograrnE
may be
me view
(#071)

or not I can prorride qood care tro rqf
patients." (*o72l.
"Whether

t

"Abitity to provide safe, ctrrlpassionate patient
care where qualitry does not suffer." (#074)
"Congenial work mix of people, fair supenrisor,
abitity to voice any concerns and be listened Eo

e

fair1y."

(#076)

QuesEion #57
The nurses were

a

I

t

invited to offer additional cofitrnenE,s in
t,he final question of the surarey and many of them did. T\rro
themes were largely prevalent in t.he cofltrnents that E.hey
offered, that of concern for paEienE, care and the seeming
disregard by adminisErators of their work and their
RepresentaEive coflments besL ref lect t'he
prof essional skills.
Lone of these responses:
". . .I feel xre're being dictated to. I{e have a job
or profession where our knowledge, ekills and
eonpetency should be acknowledged and our input,
listened to and allocred to make decisions in our
job as we Bee it every day." (#033)

of my f riends is on t,he - displacement' list so
that othera can bid on her job. Her extra
training in procedures, heart, rhlthms, etc.
doeen'E Beeln t,o mattser in that a med/surg nurse
could replace her and we'd have to train her inThis doesn't seem fair or coctts-effective." (#034)

"One

t
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"A sinple bath...Eornething an aide could surely do-but, it's also an opPortunity for teaching about
incision care, giving emotional Eupllort to the
patient aE they look at their incisions for the
first Eime, talking a.bout going hone and what to
elq)ect or just plain t,aIking, letting them vent
any feelings or fruEtrrations." (#035)
"Hospj.tals are people ptaces. People aren' t like
beans that Ehe bean counter can justs IIEYe around
and anyone can do the job. People spend fltany
years gaining erq>erience and corrqletenry, t'hings
you can't learn f,rqn books. AftiinLst,ration needs
to realize thatr not everybody can do anybody's

job."

t

t

(#04t1

"I feel that hospitals and health care syetems
are a big business and they are being
restnrctured and redesigned as such. Tlre sad
thing ie that the pecple that are changing and
cuttsing nursing and giving the remaining nurees a
lot more work, responsibility, eEc., don't
realize that they're only hurting EhemseLves.
Why not fire a couple of the vice presidents and
save a million a year that way instead of cutting
20 nurses?" (#049)
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"Our reatnucturing is labeled -Patient Focrrsed
*Profit Fostrsed
Care' . t{y description of it ie
Care' . I only can Eee that we will have
decreased RNs caring for paEients, in effect,
juet eupenrising others taking care of the
patients. The pat,ients are sicker nour and
require more adrranced care not less." (#050)

"I[e can only hope the changes may be positive
(PFC) . That when things do not go well, w€'11 be
listened to- -be Bupported. [The hospital) has
always had good patient care." (#063)
*nervous',
"Although *change' always rnakes people
including nte, I feel veaY strongly that if any
hospital can make Patient Focused Care
restrucEuring work [wel can." (#076]
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To sufirrnari ze , t,he nurses responding to the open - ended
questions of the sur:uey conveyed a broad range of feelings,

concerns, and hopes. Their responses followed Ehe identified
themes of personal issues, professionaf issues, administrative
issues and, most prevalent, patient care issues. The
poignancy of their responses cannot be denied. the picEure
which emerges is one of a seemingly chaot,ic environmenE., dr
environment in which fear of the Ioss of crucial aspects of
patienE care and fear of losing critical aspecLs of their
profession is what drives the subjects to respond wit,h
intensiEy. The conflicEs arising in the face of change are
made clear

by their sEatements.
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DTSCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMEIilDATIONS

of t,his sEudy have
provided a wealth of informaEion abouE the current work
environmenE and the effects of rest.rucEuring on Lheir
professional lives. The nurses' responses reflecEed a broad
range of changes and subsequenE, effecE,s which rm:st be examined
carefully if one is to undersEand the implicaEions for
hospitals considering fuLure restructuring in response to the
current economic environment and if we are to undersEand the
implicaEions for the future of the nursing profession.
The RegisEered Nurse subjects

Discussion
The theoret,ical framework offered by Freeman & Cameron
(1993) suggests that the hospital utilized for this sLudy is

in a reorientation period as evidenced by dramat.ic,
discontinuous change which has affecEed the hospital' s mission
and strategl4. The size of the workforce has been reduced and
Ehere is an emphasis on cost containment and work processes.
It is clear Ehat these efforE.s have been undertaken
deliberatety by hospital administrators in order to increase
efficiency, productivity and compeEitiveness. The nurses'
responses suggest that radical approaches and redesig:r have
occurred, and/or cont,inue to occur, and Ehat there are
sinnrltaneous changes in stmcture, Lechnology and the work
which is conducted. Also present is an intense degree of
unresE and reduced moraLe which closely resemhles t,he
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of "sul-rivors' syndrome" described by Boroson &
Burgess ( l-992 ) . Factors contrihuting to the reduced morale
and i-ncreased stress of employees during restructuring have
been discussed at length in the literature on E,his topic
(Brockner, 1-990; Cameron, 1-994a, b; Ireson & Powers , 1,987 ;
Shaw, eE, dl . , 1993; Tombaugh & Whrite , 1,990; Westerman &
Sherden, 19 91-; & Zinrnermann, l-9 93 ) . which f acEors have most
influenced the perceptions of the nurses responding Eo the
survey requires analysis of their answers and conrnents in
relat,ion to the restrucEuring period in which t,he hospit,al
under study finds iLse1f.
The answers of the subjects were not, in and of
t,hemselves, n"ecessarily surprising. The magnitude and
int,ensiuy of emoE,ion revealed, however, was surprising. A
universal decline in morale and an increase in stress was
repeaEed again and again. The data were fu1ly analyzed to
deEermine whether the responses related in any way to the
demographics or the amount and variety of changes eqrerienced.
There were no irmnediate E,rends identified through E,his
pursuit. Those very few nurses who expressed an increase in
morale were separately anatyzed Eo determine tlhat drove their
positive feelings. This analysis revealed Ehat these nurses
had experienced t,he same trce and variety of changes as E,he
other nurses. Some of them fe1L equally out of conLrol in
their nursing pracLice and in Eheir lack of authoriEy Eo
determine patient care, suggesting oEher reasons for their
positive attitudes. There were no idenEif ied trends relat,ed
components
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to age, gender, educational preparation, or lengLh of time in
nursing practice. There were also no trends identified by the
Elrtr>e of unit, t14te of paLienu cared f or, or type of
rest.rucEuring experience. ACrosS the board, the nurses
collectively voiced similar concerns and moods, regJardless of
E,heir eqleriences. The same held Erue f or t.he nurses who had
been affecEed the leasE by hospiUal resErucLuring or unit
changes. They, too, expressed an eqrral decline in morale.
The demographics presenLed by the subj ecLs give some
insight int,o the coffiposiEion of Ehe current Registered Nurse
workforce. In t,his sample, dg€ and experience speak for
themselves. The mean age for nurses in this study was 41
years, with an average of t7 years in nursing practice. The
mean length of E,ime that subjects had been at their currenE
hospital was LZ years, with an average length of nine years
working on their assigned units. Although educational
preparation did not, appear to be irmnediately relevanL Eo the
responses given by the nurses, the data show many years of
erqperience, in addit,ion Eo a primarily two- and four-year
college-based education, ident,ifying the subjects as
knowl-edgeable and experienced in their profession and in their
jobs. The educaLional background of the nurses may be varied
hut, r,rhen paired wiEh the lengE,h of time that Ehey have been
Iicensed, is suggesEive of nurses who were educated during a
time period in which hospitats were relatively sLable
organi zat ions and t,he standards of care learned in nursing
schools were solidly entrenched. Further, the lengEh of
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seruice suggesLs a degree of conmritment to hoth E,he hospital
and Eo the delivery of direct patient care. This identifies
the existence of a "psychological contract" beLween employee
and employer, as idenuified by Buch & eldridge (1991-) . The
nurses' responses have indicated radical changes which have
occurred in their t'rork environment and Ehat have threatened
both this n'psychological contract" and t.he degree to which
these long Lerm employees are conrnitEed to Eheir employer and.,
in some cases, Eheir profession.
Also of int,eresE, is the average nr:mher of hours worked
by the nurses, 54 hours per pay period, adding to a picture of
conmitment and e4perience. This is also indicative of the
high seniority of the staff who are able Eo maintain a high
number of hours despite reducEions taking place in the
hospit,al . :fhe daEa identify a group of prof essionals who
spend enough t,ime in the workplace to have fu1ly extrlerienced
the changes they report and who also spend enough time at the
hospital to provide a high degree of continuous care to their
patients. Working close to fuII Lime hours, these nurses have
nnrch contaeE with their paEienEs and, therefore, are assuned
Eo have formed a therapeutic relationship with Ehose for whom
E,hey

a

care.

Wfien

viewed in totality,

educaEion, and amount of time in the worlqllace indicaEes a
r*orkforce with a high degree of conrnitment and a firm memory
of the way things used to be compared to Ehe way things are.
Perhaps the most alarming j-nformat,ion reported by the
nurses is related to staffing reducEions. The cunnrlative
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effect, of the changes is readily apparent. For example, a
total of 35t of the nurses reported that the number of support
staff had been reduced; a total- of 57* reported a reduction in
RNs; and, a LoEaI of 50t reported a reduction in the toEal
nr:mber of staff . In addition to nurnbers of staff , the nurses
also reporEed E,hat the st,affing mix on their unit,s had changed
(55t) , citing the reducEion of RNs in favor of the use of I-,PNs
or I{As. Pet.erson 6. Fisher ( i-991) discussed E,he negative
effect,s of such reducEions which force hospitals Lo rely on
inadeqrrate persorrnel resources and inercperienced people. I{any
of t.he nurses indicated that they had extrlerienced all of E,hese
changes sinrultaneously- These data taken together wit,h the
gual it,at,ive daE,a, create a cause f or concern . I L is noE
difficult Eo see, from these percentages, that, cunnrlative
reductions of toE,al staff on any given unit was quite cofitrnon.
For exanqlle:
"Very stressful--short staffed almost a normal
now." (#019)
"IsBueE are dependent utrron patient actriEy and
staf f ing ratj-os. It Eeerns we are working with

increased asuity in patienEs with less straff."
(#02s)

"There are fewer RNs for eicker patienEs and
increased procedures on the unit." (#034)

o

"SEaff are all nrore gtregsed, orrerr'rhe1med,
insecrrre with Eheir j obs and ro1es. Everyone
aeems to think their responsibilities and ntrmber
of tasks to do are increasing." (#049)
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"I feel working short staffed 99& of the time
has caueed a major increase in EEresE for both
pat,ients and staff ." (#OSr)

particularly relevant when examined
with Ehe responses of the nurses in Lhe area of work changes.
WeIl over 50t of the nurses (68+) said thaL patient aeuiLy was
up; 51t reported an increase in their eEhicaL responsibilities
to patients; 34t said that the cooperation among departments
was reduced; 58t said EhaE, the response t.ime of ancillary
senrices was reduced and 46* of Ehe nurses reported t,hat they
thoughE, t,hat, t,he way that care was delivered on their uniEs
was less effective. Additionally, 58t of the nurses reporEed
an increase in the use of Eechnologiy. The nurses best
describe Ehe results:
These numhers become
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a
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"IrimiEed time with patient, less opporEunities
for t,eaching, calming them dorrn, Eupporting them
emotionally. Streee, more responsihility of

license with less Etaff doing your job."

e

(#0411

"They are using our aides to draw blood- -not,
replacing them with aomeone else to work at the
bedside...Supplies are short--waiting Eo long to
get suppliee to do even einqlle things." (#019)

"Patsients rho used to be L: L are almost alwaye

2: L. Not uncournon to pair vented [respirator]
patsiente (not done in the paet) ." (#024)

I

"Taking two vented patients, two patientE on
vagoacEive rneds." t#025)

"I don't helieve that nursing assistants should
take blood Eugrars and that as an RN I should

o
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give insulin according to sorneone else's
reading. That's noE safe. Neither is having
nursing assistants draw blood whereas lab techs
have learned and achieved the skilI with e-+
years of school." (#033)
"rncreased responsibillty due to increase j-n use
of LPNg. Ssne have never been Erained in on

telemeErff-"."

e

(#033)

". . , new monitors and medication delivery
and corqruter sysEem. " ( #03 6 )
uLab has becffne slower

a

with regults." (#04I)

"Right now everyone is learning a new job
description and iE's rather confusing and

etreesful."

I

EyELem

(+058)

"Increase taske, increase patient load, increase
paper work. Frequently morring patienEs to get
others in. Pushing beds around, eEc. Hearry
work." (#Ogz)
"Many new physicians in large groups, Eolne
unknown even to other physicians- -ungure of who

o

these people are, i.e. what specialty are they-wtrat quest,ions or information are they even
capable of addressing. One physician correring
for another who does not, have the same level of
er4rert,iEe or knowledgre of what Ehat paEient
wants done or not done. I've worked in one area
for a long time and npet of the tirle I feel

disorient,ed."

e

Having already indicaEed staff reductions along with
rising acuity, decreased effectiveness, and increased

' responses further indicated that the
amoung of work and Lhe nrrmber of tasks to complete had not
changed. ftre literature has already suggested the damaging
effects of downsizing withouE redesigning work (HospiEal

technology, the

o

(#071)

n"urses
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downsizing, L993) . Non-nursing tasks were noE. reassigned to
someone other Ehan RNs, according Eo 53+ of the nurses
responding. Over half of the nurses (Ort) said that Eheir own
RN responsibiliE.ies had not been reassigned and 72* reported
thaE, there had been no elimination of unnecessary or

repetitive Easks. Intriguingly, of t"he 30+ responding Ehat
Eheir RN responsibilities had been reassigned, most indicated
that those responsibilities had been given to LPNs or nonlicensed personnel, such as IiIAs or technicians, suggesting a
lack of clear undersEanding on Ehe part of decision makers of
the skills and abilities of differenE leveIs of employees. IE,
is interesting to noEe E,hat, most of the nurses (59+) reported
no change in t,heir job description, but 38t reported a change
in the LPN job description and 54t reported a change in the NA
job descripE,ion. f f one looks at the coflmenEs offered by t,he
nurses in response Lo the open-ended qr:estions, iE becomes
clear that much, if not most, of E,he direct care being
provided to paEient,s at the bedside is now being provided by
nursing assistant,s or other technicians/non-professional
personnel. IE is, therefore, understandable that the nurses
would report an increased feeling of responsibility in
superuising t,hese personnel in addition Eo completing Eheir
already overwhelming duties.

t

this picture raises obvious quest,ions about the nulnner
in which changes have occurred and t,he effecE of t,hese changes
on Registered Nurses. Ford & Perrewe (1993) discussed the
importance of coryprehensive planning before implementing a
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restnrct,uring event.. Tomasko, ( t993a, b) emtrlhasized that in
order for lasting change Eo occur, a business needs to be
examined from the top down and the bottom up in order to cut
unnecessary vrork . Darl ing & Luciano ( l-9 15 ) di scus sed the
effecLive managemenE of a merger through an examination and
reemphasis of nursing's core values which are central to
nursing philosophy and Rozboril (1987) recommended the
eliminaEion of nonessenE,ial functions and Ehe redelegation of
non-nursing dut,ies in order to promote successful
resErucEuring. There is little evidence in the nurses'
responses to indicaEe that these recorrrnendations have been
folIor,rred, despite conrnittees and hospiE,al design t,eams
enlist,ed to provide for this. The nurses make t,hese
obsetrrations:
"The changes we ="L *= don'E like.
Afrninistration does
not, listen to nursing so
Etresa is up, rumors are up. We feel less in
control even though my inunediate work
environment is unchanged." (020)

.T don't t,hink the desigrn team undergEands
togrether. I think the physical
desigm alone will make our job harder and less
enjoyable." (020)
"..

how nurseEi work

a

"I Lhink patient care wi]I suffer but if we
bring up these concerns vre are t,old we aren't
qpen Eo change." (#034)

t

"...I don't feel they have a true grip on just,
what it is we do and what is the best way to go
about, our jobs. " ( 035)
"There ie rnrch fnretration becauge we cannot, get
answers to our questions regar*ing changes.

a
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AfrninisEration does a good job of paying *lip
senrice' and saying tshat t.hey want, to keep us
informed, but when actually asked a question
they seem unable tso give a direct ansurer. "
(#037)
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In facE, the nurses' responses reflect a decrease in
sUaffing levels with no change, of limited change, in the
amount of work or the eliminaE,ion of unnecessary or repeLitive
work. In ef fect, Ehe nurses are doing L,he same or more work
wiuh less sEaff and Less professional supporE.
Based on these changes, it is not surl:rising that uhe
subj ects reported EhaE, they perceived Ehat E.heir authority Eo
det,ermine patienL care and their ability to conLrol their
nursing pracE,ice was signif icantty reduced- It is highty
relevant Eo the profession t,hat 59t of the nurses in this
sufi,rey reported that they have less conErol of their practice
and that 47* have experienced a decrease in their paEienE, care
authoriEy. It is equally important to paEients Ehat, 57t of
the nurses said that the amount of time they tlere able to
spend with patienEs was reduced and t,hat the same pereentage
believed the quality of patienL care to be decreased. These
responses parallel the responses of the subj ecEs of Seyntour &
Buscherhof (L99i-) and of eaird (1987) , which identif ied many
concerns in the areas of staffing shorEages, reduced
resources, and increased acuity leading to j-ncreased stress,
exhaustion, and t,he decline in attitude of nurses in E.he work
place,
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to geL a picture of an
environmenE seeming to be ouE of control. Indeed, many nurses
e]+)ressed as nn-r.ch in Ehe conments Lhey offered:
From these daEa one begins

I
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"Poor morale, ptqrsical e:rtraustion, and many more
staff off wiEh work relaEed injuriee." (#023)

"FeeI like I'm floundering here--morale

terrible . Everyone aE everlrone' s trhroat

.

"

(#042)

"A

!4!ESS!

!"

(050)

o
"Ttle EtreEE and fnrstration 1evel is
agtronornical ! " (#061)
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with staff reductions, care delivery which is less
effecE,ive, and direct. paEient care being placed in t,he hands
of Bomeone other than the RN, it is noE surprising that 88t of
the nurses reported t,hat their unit stress level was up and
t,hat none of them reported it was down. Addit,ionally, 59t of
Lhe nurses reported a decline in the supporE they receive from
their supenrisors and 58* reported a decrease in their job
security. Shaw, et aI. (1993) identified the relationship
between Ehe loss of power, status and presE,ige and increased
feelings of insecurity and uncerEainty. wiE,hin the context of
Ehe current work environment under study, charact,erized as
uncertain and unstable, the vasE majority of nurses (80t)
reported receiving most, of their informaEion through rumor and
grapevine, despiE,e Ehe documented exSleriences of oEhers who
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report the necessity of open, honest, and frequent
corrmun ication during E.imes of restrucE,uring:
"RumotrE f

o

Iy every

day.

"

(

#013

)

"Cfftumrnication is the esgence of societral needs,
yet our time as profeseionals is Eo sEreased we
reEiort Eo liet,ening to *t,he grapevine'-" (#051)

"LotE of

urrknowns

. LotE of

rumors

I
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#OS+

)

the only good news in the data provided by these
nurses is thaL there has been rro change in their sa1ary and
benefiEs (as reported by 85t) and Ehere has been no change in
Lheir co1legiaI relationships with physicians (as reporEed by
70t ) .
In f acE , ilrany nurses sLated that their salary and
benefits keep Ehem in Eheir current job and some thought, thaE
Eheir relaEionship wit,h physicians had been improved (I1t) .
Unfort,unately, however, 43t reported Ehat their collegia1
relationships with their ourn peers, fls well as wiE,h Ehe I-,PNs
and NAs had declined. offered as an *rplanation for this was
increased competition for jobs and the work to be done. This
source of tension Ermong t,hese E.hree different levels of sEaff
arising from competition for the same j ob indicates a lack of
undersuanding of the parameEers of E,he roles and
responsibilities of each, furLher compounding the potential
risk to patient care. RNs and LPNs are educaEed at differenL
leve1s, wit,h course work differing in Ehe amount of t,ime and
complexity. Each works within specifically defined job
descriptions which place clear and separate boundaries on
Perhaps
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areas of responsibiliEy and accounEability. In the case of
ticensed personnel, standards of practice which are legally
binding govern Ehe parameters of Eheir roles and

responsibilities. The amount of Eime in clinical site
training, with real paLients, differs for each of Ehese levels
of employees. Nursing assistants, considered Lo be nonprofessionals, receive the least amount, of education and
training. It is therefore perplercing that administraEors
should treaE, each of t,hese levels of employees as
inEerchangeable. There is danger Eo paEienLs in treating
trheir knowledge and skills as eqr.ral .
Although disheartening, iL is not eurprising that 55t of
E,he nurses reported a decline in their morale , 6L+ of Een or
sometimes considered leaving the profession of nursing, or
t,hat, 54t often or somet,imes considered leaving their current
job. Given the working condit,ions t,hese nurses have report,ed,
this may be an appropriate response to an overwhelming
situation. Responses Eo t,hese quest,ions have already been
shown Eo be an adequate predicEor of future behavior,
indicat,ing t,hat a future shortage of skilled personrtel iltay be
on the horizon (ounlap, et a'I . , 19 80 ) . Of the subj ecEs in
t,his survey, only 23t feel better Ehan neutral abouE their
current work environment, sugfgesEing yeE another errodus of
nurses from the profession leading to yet anoEher nurses'
shortage in a work environment which is already laying off and
reducing the hours of nurses as fast as they can reorganize.
Is iE desira^bIe to have a professional nursing staff whose
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prinnry moLivation for remaining in Eheir job (or their
profession) is sa1ary and benefits? IE is not difficulE, Lo
idenUify the long term negative consequences to Ehe qruality of
patient care wifhin Ehis context.
Viewing Ehe data in totality makes one wonder how any
sense can be made of t,he seeming chaos of today's hospltal
envj-ronment. The only sense there appears Eo be is that of
the nurses ' responses to these changes . One uronders whaE, the
changes mean and. why they are being driven in what appears Eo
be such a disast,rous direct,ion. One further quesEions what,
will happen to paEienL care in Lhe process. In order to fulty
undersEand t,his phenomenon and antj-cipate Ehe fuEure for
nurses and patienEs, these data nnrsL be examined within Lhe
contexE, of the theoretical framertrork in which this study is
embedded.

Freeman & Cameron (1993) have discussed several
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o

o

characterisE,ics of organizat ions in either periods of
reorientation or convergence. IE has already been determined
that Ehe hospital used for t,his sEudy is in a period of
reorientaE,ion based upon t,he tlr1>e and variet,y of change
occurring, deliberat,ely driven by members of the hospital's
administration. If the hospital was and is experieneing a
reorientaE,ion period, it would follow thaE the restructuring
taking place urould evidence E,he characteristics of Ehose
undertaken during reorienEaEion as discussed by Freeman &
Cameron. However, the sEudy results suggest discrepancies
between the period of reorienE,aEj-on and the characterist,ics of
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rest,ructuring being demonstrated. This, in turn, may explain
E,he degree of stress and unrest among the nurse subj ects and
should predict, to some degree, the success of this

restructuring ef f ort.
During reorientation periods it is *rpected t,haE,
structural redesign, evidenced by closings or mergers and a
decreased different,iation of staf f , will occur (Freeman &
Cameron, pp.18-19) . this was clearly seen in Lhe hospital
utilized for this study, fls bofh unit and hospital closures
and mergers were reported by the subjecEs, as was decreasing
differenE,iat,ion in the cross-Eraining of employees and the
changes in staffing mix. Similarly, organizations in periods
of reorienE,at,ion make changes in sEmcture first, technology
next, and work last. This category is difficulL to evaluaE,e
due Lo the nurnber of changes occurring sirmrltaneously.
PoE,ent,ial problems can be anticipated, however, as work has
not yet changed, according Eo most of t.he nurses, even t,hough
redesign is occurring in some areas and not in others. IE is
possible that the move to "PatienE Focused Care" will address
this issue but it is premature to evaluaLe this process. To
date, rest,rr.rcturing which has occurred has not addressed the
issue of Lhe redesign or the eliminat,ion of the work being
done.

a

RestrucLuring during periods of reorientation leads Eo a
fundamental change in t,he organization's mission and st,raE,egy
which determines the new strucEure for the accomplishmenE, of
new tasks and goals (Freeman & Canteron, pp.15-17) . Part of
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this process invoLves the alteration of the organizat ion's
fund.amenLal relationship with the environment, which has been
clearly seen in this case. ResE.rucEuring ef forts at the
hospital uEilized for E,his sEudy were clearly focused on
creating a stronger compeEit,ive edge in the new health care
economic environment. However, Freeman & Cameron note Ehat
this t1picalIy involves Ehe elimination of work in congruence
nit,h E,he new mission and goals. The subjecEs in Ehis study do
not. appear to support the not,ion E,hat work has been
eliminaEed. It is possible Ehat t,his change in mission has
been COI/ERT, E,hat, it has been neiLher recognized or
art,iculaE,ed as such. Wit,hout further informaEion a-bout the
senrices provided or eliminated in the larger syst,em of which
t,his hospital is a parE this is dif f icult, Eo evaluaE,e. It is
possible t,hat entire producE lines have been eliminated on a
larger scale. The nurses aE the bedside, however, are not
reporting this in relat.ion Eo t,heir own work.
During reorienE.at,ion periods, an increased need f or
greater amount,s and forms of coflrrfiurlicaEion and symbolic acEion
are required (Freeman & Cameron, pp.2L-22) . The success of
resE,ructuring during reorient,ation depends upon the erctenE to
which this occurs. AJ.most all of t,he subjecLs reported an
increase in coflIllunication by rumor or grapevine and a
frustration with Ehe lack of direct informaLion and answers to
questions that, were specific Eo t,heir needs for security and
direction. An increase in sEress level and a decline in
morale have been shown Eo be direct,ly linked to an
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organizational leader's ability Eo articulaEe a vision for Ehe
future and Eo comrfiunicaLe effecLively and often uriE,h E,he
sunrivors of restructuring (Boroson & Burgess, l-992; & Ford &
Perrewe, 1993) . Freeman & Cameron further emphaslze thaE the
The
success of Ehe restructuring depends upon this ability.
nurses ' reeponses suggesL Lhat they have 1it,t,Ie sense of Eheir
f uture, except that of uncertainEy . Fr.rrther, Eheir responses
Eo the ongoing "Patient Focused Care" rest.rucEuring indicate
that Lhey see an end point. in sight rather t,han a continuously
changing environment reqrriring an ongoing need for adaptaEion.
An obvious shorEcoming of this current sEudy is that no
information was gleaned regarding Ehe nurses' understanding
of, or the adminisErators' coilnunication of, the vision for
the future.
Another elemenE apparent in organizations which
resEructure during reorientation periods is Ehat of
int,erorganizational relaE,ionships, specifically, ties to
unj-ons, suppliers, and customers ( Freeman & Cameron, pp.22 . 23) . Perhaps another short,coming of the sLudy is that 1itt1e
inf ormation rras gat,hered regarding these relat,ionships. The
success of restnrcturing depends upon Ehe e:ctent to which
E,hese relationships are used. the nurses were part of a
collecEive bargaining agreemenE with a professional nurses
association. UnforEunately, IitLIe is known about Lhe
relationships between Ehe organizational leaders and this
group and how it, rnEry have affected Eheir rest,rucEuring
ef f orts. t'his aspect of restructuring was not pursued as it
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would have made the study much more cumbersome E,han t.he
current frame would allow and was not essentiat to answering
the research quesEion. This would be an appropriate avenue to
pursue for further study.
Successful restrucEuring is also dependent upon t.he
organization's culEure and wheEher or not there is an emphasis

a

on organic or mechanisE.ic processes and wheEher there is an
int,ernal or ext,ernal orientation (Freeman & Cameron, pp.23241 . During reorientaEions, there is an emphasis on organic
processes, ident,if ied as f lexibility, spontaneity, and

t

ttris factor influences Ehe willingness of an
organizaEion Eo experiment with new forms and ideas. FurEher,
there is an external orientation wit,h a focus on compeEition
and a different,iation of the environmenE. It has already heen
identified Ehat the hospital utilized for the sEudy was
ext.ernally oriented and was focused on conpet,ition. However,
many of the nurses report,ed a decreasing amount of flexibility
and adaptability based on staff reducLions and their being
overextended. 'Ihe length of time E,haE. this group of nurses
has been eqlloyed by this particular hospital nlay suggest a
cert,ain degree of investmenE in the sEatus quo. This,
togeEher with a lack of direct organizatrional conmlunicaE.ion
and a stressful environment, suglgests Ehat Ehe ability to
effecEiwely restructure nray be corypromised hy the inability to
be flexible and adapE to changes. ttris, in Eurn, may lead to
a fundamental conftict beEween the enployer and employee in
matters of mission and philosophy. FurE,her, professional
adaptability.
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nursing practice may be in inherent confLict with the new
mission Eo achieve a competitive edge. Failure to make the
covert mission overt, disallows t,he opportuniEy for open
dialogue and prohlem solving in order to resolve such
conflict,s.
The final component in Lhe theoretical framework
provided hy Freeman & Cameron is perhaps Ehe mosE important j-n

terms of ercplaining Ehe increased stress and unresE reported
by the nurses responding to Lhe Burr/ey. This component
relates to whet,her the organization places an emtrlhasis on
ef f iciency or ef f ect,iveness. It has been identif ied that.
organizations restrucEuring during reorientation periods place
a greater enphasis or1 effect,iveness Ehan efficiency, ruit,h a
fundamental change in values and mission, particularly related
Eo ext,ernal constiEuencies (Freeman & Cameron, p.24) . When

organizations are in a period of convergence, there is more
emtrlhasis on inEernat constituencies in conErast to periods of
reorient.ation when there is increased emphasis on external
constituencies.
this obsenration raises many interesting points for
discussion. It is unclear how ruell Ehe nurses in this study
undersEood the organization's mission and goa1s. However, the
nurses offered many cormnents related to t,he lack of
comnrunication wiEhin the organizat.ion and expressed
frusE,raEion with the inability to obtain answers Eo t,heir

questions. IE is clear that t,he nurses understood E,hat there
was increased organi- zaLional awareness of cost conLainment and
o
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coilrpetifive behaviors. However, E.hese were often the very
issues about which nurses elcpressed most frustration,
particularly as Ehey af f ected patient care. ulhat Ehe nurses
appeared noL
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to undersEand, or adminisLraEors failed

comnunicate, was E,he emphasis on externaL constiEuencies
versus int,ernal constit,uencies and what the effect of this

orientation would be. This phenomenon may be a partial
explanation for the degree of unrest and disconEenE within the
organization. whife al-l nurses assume knowledge of a
hospit,al' s general mission, i . e. Eo provide patienE, care
se:rrices to the sick and injured, most nurses would be hardpressed Eo accurately express their parE,icular hospital' s
mission st,atement. Similarly, iE is unlikely thaL a
hospital's mission statement would overtly state E,hat
financial concerns rate a higher prioriEy than hr:nran ones,
wheE,her this be driven by internal or external consEituencies.
The nurses in the study reporE,ed Ehat they did not feel
listened Eo and that they did noL feel thaE their credentials
were important or appreciated. Indeed, 58t of the subjects
stated that their input was infrequent.ly or never sought,.
When asked Eo what degree they thought E,heir input, was
actually uEilized, the figure jumped to 73t ruho believed that
their inpuE, was either infrequently or never uEilized. In
accordance with Ehe theoret,ical framework, iE is highly
possible that the nurses' perceptions are correct and that
their input, isn'E, sought or uLilized, particularly if the
organizational leaders are placing greater emtrlhasis on their
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ext,ernal const.iEuencies, f,s we would expect them Eo do during
this period of reorientaEion. The nurses represenE, an
internal constituency, E,hat. of employee . f f this were a time
of convergence and hospital processes were being maint,ained
and smoothed, greater attention would be given to Eheir input
and ideas f or keeping Ehings running smooE.hly. However,
during this time of reorienEat,ion, nurses, ds the inEernal
constiEuency, are given less attention than the external
consEiEuencies known as the third parEy payers. It is,
however, legitimate to question whether t,he perceived failure

of administration to acknowledge the concerns and
conEributions of these nurse ilt;ty lead Eo unsuccessful
restrrrcturing ef fort,s .
ffiis raises anoLher inEeresting dilerruna, dssuming that
the sct,ernal constituencies of hospital administraEors are
different from the external consEiEuencies of the nurses. At
one t ime , hospi taI s cons idered E,he ir external cons t i tuenc ie s
to be patient,s and physicians. Ttre happier t,he patient, E"he
happier the physician, the happier t,he administraEor. with
the dawn of prospecEive payment and t,hird party reimbursement,
these constituencies shif t,ed. For hospit,al administ,rat,ion, it
is now important to please t,hird parEy payers, in order t,o
please t,he financial director, in order to please the
shareholders and/or the bill collect,ors. For a hospital Eo
remain viable in today's markeE, aII aEtention and emSrhasis is
cast in Lhe direction of the payers who demand cosE
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effectiveness and high productiviEy, perhaps at t,he expense of
paLient care and safety.
In cont,rast., E,he external const,ituencies of nurses have
not changed. The ext,ernal constituencies of nurses were then,
are now, and will alr,uays be the paLients encountered at the
bedside. The enEire profession of nursing is based upon
meeting the needs of Ehe sick within certain eEhical and legal
sEandards which emphasize care and the avoidance of harm. At
this point,, nurses find themselves caughE between competing
constiEuencies. ftre strategies designed Eo meet Lhe needs of
both may, a'E best, b€ incompatible and, flt worst, bE in direct.
conflict. For examlrle, in order for hospital adminisErators
to meeE the needs and expectaEions of the people urho pay them,
costs need to be reduced, leading t,o resErucEuring,
eliminating some of Ehe workforce, and taking on more work
wj-th fewer resources. Brqlloyers have increased, perhaps more
than is safe or wise, cont,rol over nursing practice t,hrough
job hiring pracE,ices and changes in job descriptions, Ets well
as the abiliEy Eo apply sanctions. These decisions directly
affecE nurses aE t,he bedside who Ehen must work harder and
f aster to meeE t,he needs of Eheir own consEiEuencies, the
patients. wit,h fewer staff , slower systems, and more work,
nurses find themselves streEched to the limiE in order to
balance their own professionat standards of care against. the
competing f inancial int,erests of the hospital . The great
irony is t,hat, nurses must be concerned for both, for Eheir
very fuEures are at sEake. If the hospiEal does not remain
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viable, nurses are no longer employed. If nurses al1ow E,heir
sEandards of care to be corypromised, their licensure may be at
sLake and their livelihood is Ehreatened.
One can empat,hLze wiEh hospital and nursing leaders
during E,hese t.roubled times. In the case of E.he hospit,al
participat,ing in this sEudy, the nurse subjects indicated over
and over the lack of meaningful involvement in crucial aspectrs
of the resEructuring. This seryes to support the nurses'
grave concerns abouE the motives, strategies, and
interpersonal values of the internal leadership and furEher
emphasizes the perceived incongruence beEween Ehe mission of
hospital administrators and the mission of the nurses. If, as
Ehe literature suggesEs, successful resLmcEuring carrnot, be
ensured withouE open, direct, communication and colTlprehensive
planning, the quesLion rmrsE. be raised whether convergence or
reorient,at,ion leadership strategies are heing used. The shift
in focus from a convergence oriented management sEyle Eo one
focused on leadership for the fuEure may well be Ehe great,est
challenge during Ehese times of reorienEaEion. This has
implicaEions for the education and Eraining of Eomorrow's
hospital adminisErators. In order to prepare health care
teaders for Ehe fuEure, those who are menEors and educaEors
rmrst have a clear understanding of the challenges facing
hospital sysEems as they rest,rucEure and the challenges which
f ace E,he leaders who drive these changes.
Nursing leaders f ace eqrrally complec challenges. the
nurses in the sEudy stat,ed they have less supervisory supporL
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than ever before and Ehat their concerns and ideas are noE
being heard. How r*iII nurse leaders balance the demands of
organi zalional administrators r.rith those of Ehe nurses ? I s it
unreasonable for nurses Eo expect their leaders to ernrision
and articulate an agenda and mission in concert v-rith their own
if safe, effective patienE care is Enrly the goal of hospitalbased nursing care? I"lany nurse subjects expressed the concern
t,hat no one was in charge. Perhaps the sEnrggle of nursing
Ieaders to balance int,ernal demands is contribuEing Eo the
nurses' feelings of confusion and disorientation.
Similar quest,ions can be raised regarding the role of
the professional nurses associaEion (and collective bargaining
unit) and the State Board of Nursing. If patienE care and
professional issues are of most concern Eo today's nurses,
mighE they noE, exlrect, swift and overt inE,errrening supporE, on
E,heir behalf by such professional nursing groups whose job it
is t,o assure safe and appropriat,e working conditions for
nurses as well as safe and effect,ive nursing care for
patienEs? fs Ehere not a role for Ehese professional bodies
Eo respond to such issues as the blurring of professional
responsibility and account,ability, parEicularly as it relates
Eo the changing paEienE care roles of RNs I LPNs, and IiIAs at
the bedside? IaighE, Ehere not also be a role for these
professional groups Eo offer gruidance and problem solving on
complec iltat,t,ers regarding et,hics and potential malpracE,ice
siEuat,ions? The preparaLion and education of t,he nurse
leaders of Eomorrow rmrst be corrq)rehensive and grounded in t,he
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reality of Lhe environment of working nurses. If no CIne is
listening to the nurses internally and the external
professional nursing bodies fail Eo respond to these
Ieadership challenges and opporEuniEies, grave consequences
f

or nurses and pat j-enEs, aIike, rmlst surely f o1low.
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Implicat,ions and Reconunendat,ions
The implicat,ions f or paEients, individual nurses, the
nursing profession, and resE,rucEuring hospital systems are
legj-on and clear. If hospiEals are underLaking resEructuring
efforts designed to create a more cost effective work
environment, whaE acEually happens at all levels of Ehe
hospital organi zatrion rmrst be fully analyzed and a sense of
reality achieved. Although Lhe liEeraEure contains rlcmy
report.s of the rest,mcturing experiences of others in
businesses, there is IiEtIe published regarding what happens
when hospitals are restrucEured. In t,he case of the hospiE,al
chosen for E,his sEudy, many of the very strategies utilized
have been deemed unsuccessful in trhe literature.
One must,
raise the qrresEion of who in the organization defines the
criteria for the success of restrucEuring and hotu everyone
knows when success has been achieved. Further, quesEions rmrsE
be raised regarding urheEher or noL hospital adminisE,rators are
able or will ing to ident,ify and def ine f ailure . I f , as iE,
appears from t,he nurses' responses, restrucEuring takes on a
life of its owrl, Eo whom in t,he organizaLion does t,he
resporlsibility faII Eo call a halt Eo restrucEuring processes
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which are clearly unsuccessful or unsafe? If failure is
certain, tuho will say so and why does t,his not happen? Hhat
does iE mean and r,rrhaE are the implicaEions if resEructuring
effort,s are never deemed Lo be failures?
uospiEals cannot afford Lo continue a change process for
which lit,tle empirical data exist Eo prove it efficacious.
F'urt,her, IiEt,Ie is known alrouE the effecE Eo an organization
of cont,inuous, relent,less change or a work environmenE which
is constantly disrupLed. F'urther studies need to be conducEed
uEilizing hospital environmenEs in order to determine how work
processes are affected, and to determine wheEher or not E,he
changes now being undertaken trnrIy improve effectiveness or
efficiency. Studies need to be conducted which are designed
E,o indicate appropriate plaruring for optimal goal achievement
in businesses wiuh such uniqrre missions as setrrice to t,he sick
and injured.
Perhaps the most important void in the lit.erature is
Chat. of Ehe patrienL care effects of hospital restructuring.
Although Ehere is nnrch discussion of outcomes and standards of
care, few studies have provided concreEe data from which to
evaluaEe acLual patient care during these chaotic t,imes. The
nurses in this study raise valid professional and eEhical
concerns regarding Lhe decreasing qpaliLy of paE,ient care and
t.heir f ear f or the saf ety of paEient s . I f hospiual
administraE,ors f ail to l isE,en to t,heir int,ernal constiEuencies
on this most inportanE point, they may expecE to see increased
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morbidiuy and mortality or, at the least, patient,

dissatisfaction.
I E is clear EhaE hospital resE,rucEuring has dramatically
changed Ehe way in which care is delivered. Nurses find
t,hemselves in Lhe Lerrible bind of responding Eo daiIy,
dramat,ic environmental changes while still maintaining t.he
professional sEandard of high qpality paEient, care. This
conflicE, has major implications for Ehe healLh of an aging
workforce. ffrestions nnrst be asked regarding how far nurses
can safely push their owtr limits, or should be required Eo by
erylloyers . Nurses, sEriving Lo provide the best care f or
their patrients spread E,hemselves thirrner and work harder every
day. Nurses cannot reEain an infinite amounE of energy Eo
continue this pace, orr a daily basis, indefinitely. One ilrust
adapt and cooperate in ord.er Eo surrrive, buE aE what cost?
How long can nurses conEinue meeEing the needs of both
paEienE,s and hospital adminisEraEors? Is Ehis cooperat,ion aE
the expense of compromise? tuany of Ehe nurses in E,he study
reporE,ed working fuII time, or nearly full time, and many of
them report,ed being more t,ired or compleEely exhaust,ed even on
their days off. It is not difficult to surmise Ehe
implications for Eheir own healEh and for the care of Eheir
pat,ient,s. AddiE,ionally, nurses are stressed with added
responsibilities for otrhers providing direct care and so t,he
fear of malpract,ice actions and t,he loss of licensure is
increasing.
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Individual nurses have cerE,ainly been greaEly affect,ed
by t,he changing healEh care environmenE and restructuring
processes but, perhaps, E,he greatesE blow is to the profession
as a whoIe. Many of Ehe nurses in this study bel j-eved E,hat,
they had no voice in t,heir hospiE,al, received no respect or
acknowledgment for Eheir education and experience, and hlere
being sysE,ematically replaced by non-professional personnel
with less education and skiII. The nursing profession has
sEnrggled long and hard for acknowledgmenU of their paEienE
care expertise and cont,ribuEj-ons. If hospital organizat.ions
do noE. lisE,en to nurses, and if those who seL health care
policy do not listen Eo nurses, Ehen patient care will
continue to be compromised. There has been no more crucial
t,ime for t,he involvement, of nurses than now. the country is
poised aE E,he edge of a new health care delivery system which,
if the individual extrleriences of hospiEals is any indicaEion,
may like1y be detriment,al Eo healtrh care providers and
paEients alike. Healt,h care ref orm, whaEever pathway it.
takes, rmrsE address care delivery systems in which patient,s
are regarded as conunodities or producL lines and caregivers
are utilized who have neither the education nor the
professional sEandards which lead to safe, compeEent, and
et,hical pract,ice. Nurses nn-rst acL Eo ensure Eheir continued
Ieadership and d.irect position in the health care delivery
system.

there is a
fundament,al standard betow which they, and t,he profession,
The nurses

in this

sEudy have shown Ehat
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practice; uhat t,here is a value which guides
the profession as weIl as each individual nurse. Is iL fair
or wise for enployers Eo ask nurses Eo deliver care E.haE falls
below their legaI professional practice standards? The
nurses' responses have indicaE,ed thatr they will not compromise
care, even aE t,he risk of Eheir own safeEy or health. Those
participaEing in this sEudy indicat,ed sE,rongly their concern
for paEient care and, beyond this, a concern for the changing
values and missions of hospiUal organizations. Nurses,
perhaps more than most oEhers, acutely recognize decisions
gone awry and paEienE care delivery models which are
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to be done in E,he area of E,hese
decisions and Eheir effect on patients. this study should be
repeated once "PaEienE Focused Care" is fully operat,ional Eo
deEermine whet,her or noE this urork redesign has corrected any
of Ehe perceived exist,ing environmental problems.
Additionally, sEudies need to be underEaken which measure the
safety and effectiveness of paEient care delivered by
emSlloyees other than RNs. A sLudy should be developed to
conlpare the j ob descriptions of RNs, L,PNs, and IiIAs, past and
present. To daEe, there have been no outcome studies
regarding cross-E,rained or nnrlt.i-purpose workers. Such a
strudy is deemed necessarY, based on Ehe responses of the
nurses in Ehis strudy.
There are also indications Ehat sEudies should be
undert.aken regarding Ehe direction of nursing educaE.ion. The
F.urt,her sEudies need
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implicaLions of Ehe nurses' responses for Ehe educaEion of
fuEure nurses is clear. Courses on t,he f inanciat workings of
hospitals nnrst be included in developed curricula. More
atEenEion nnrsE be given Eo the legal and et,hical dilenrnas
encounE,ered in a new ruork environmenE, in which comple,city is
routine and professional guidelines less clear. A course
emphasizing nursing practice standards and Lheir inplicaEions
for today's work environment nnrst be a critical element in any
nursing program.
ConE,inued research in Ehis age of health care reform is
crucial to paEienEs, nurses, hospit,als, and the nursing
prof ession if all are Eo su:-rive.
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Correspondence

t
Judy Reeve, RN

I

Septernber 23 , 1994

t
Dear

t

I

t

t

I am a Registered Nurse graduate student in the Master of Arts in Leadership progrant ar
Augsburg College. I have recently cornpleted my course work and ftave begun'work-orr prv
thesis proposal. My purpose in writing to you is to request permissiol to ask tlre statf
registered nurses of
to participate in a studv focusing on clranges in rlre
structure of nursing departments and the delivery of lrospital health care. AItftouglr several
Twin Cities hospitals have undergone such changes,
changes up[.ur to be
among the most recent and are, therefore, of most interest to me. Iinr iriterested irr
conducting a descriptive study of staff registered nurses' perceptions of tlreir work
environment since restructuring. Specifically, the research quesiion is: How does hospital
restructuring affect nurses'perceptions of their work environment? I would like ro obrain l1y
data by asking
registered nurses to complete a survey questiorlnaire.
There are minimal risks associated with parricipation in this study.
will
not be identified in any way and staff nurses will be asked to parricipite voluntarily apd rtreir
responses will be kept confidential. All results will be reported in group torrn. Only I arrd nr_v
tltesis advisor will have access to the raw data to safeguard auonyinity. All dita will be
destroyed at the conclusion of the study (May, 1gg5).

I am excited about this project and would appreciate the opportunity to meet witlr you
personally to djscuss my proposgl and answer any questions you-may hayi. My Sope u,ould
be that you will find positive benefit to your organization in allowing
purses ro
participate in this study. I will contact you in a few days regarding yor. decision ro rneer with
me.

t

Should you have any questions about this letter or my proposal. please t'eel free ro
contact me at
: or Iny thesis advisor, Lucie Ferrell. RN. PhD. at Auusburg
College Nursing Departmenr (612) 330-1215.
Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely.

I
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o
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o
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Part,icipant Informational Lett'er

t
PARTI CI PAIVT INFORI,fi.TIOIfAL IJETTER

f

IbG Elf.ct of Eoqrltrl n€sbircturr,Bg oB tltrrEeE. p.rlc6t tL@s of tb€lr
fork EBvl,r@art
Professional colleague:
f EIm a regist,ered nurae in the graduate program in leaderehip at
Augsburg College ard I am conducEing rn!, thesis regearch on how nurses
percept,ions of their work envirorunent are affected by hospital
restruceuring (Augsburg Couege Inst,lEut.ional Review Board appro\ral
nunber 94-10-3). r Erm asking you tso part,icilEte in tshi6 study because
you are a sEaff registered nurse working in a hospiEal whlch hag
recently undergone a reatructuring procese. Ilould you pleaae read the
following informational Bumary ard then seriously consider agreeing to
participate? You nray ask any quesElona you have before agireeing to be
in the Btsudy. Your corpletion of the aEtsachd queetionnaire will
j.ndicate your conaent, Ehould you decide to particlpatse.
Dearr

o

t

a

o

r

Backgrround Inf ormat,Lon

fhe Inrrpo8e of thi8 Etudy is to de8crilce Btaff nurse percept.iong
of their work envirorurent aLnce hospital restructuring haB occurred.
For the purpose8 of this Etudy, regtnucturing is defined ae a seE of
act.ivit,ies undertaken on the part of the nanagement of zrn organization
and deeigned to inprove organizat,ional efficiency, productivity, and/or
coflpetiti\renes8. It is trq/ intereat. to learn how hospital restructurlng
has affected nurae6' perceptions of their work envlronment. larch hag
been written about. nuraes' perceptionB of their rcrk emrirofirEnE but,
there ha\re been no studles documentlng this information since Buch
restrucEuring has occurred.

I

I

I

t

Procedureg

If you agree to be in ttris 8tudy, I woutd ask you t,o pleaBe
coq)Iete the attached queBEionnaire and place iE in Ehe envelope
provided on your nursJ.ng stsatsion.. your conaenE Eo partlcipate will be
irrdicated by your cqrpletion of the questionnalre. I wlII be at the
hoBpital on !{arch 18 and 19, 1995 to respond t,o your questions and
concerns .
Ttris survelz is coeipletely anonlnrous and you will not, tre
individually identified in any way. Ihe queeEloruraire containa s1
tmrltlple choice and six open- ended questionE regardlng the detail8 of
the reatructuring which occurred in your hospital, aglrectE of your work
anal your work environment, and your perEonal thought,B about
reatnucturing. Ic will take you alprqfunatety 30 mtnuEes to conE lete
the questlonnaire.

I

I

o

RiskE and Benefits of Being in tshe Study
flrere is no risk tso you if you partsicj.pale in the stsudy. Whether
or not you part,icipate in the study will not affecE your enplolzrent in
.iny way. If you choose to participate, your erployer/supenrisor wj.Il
ha\re no acceas to Ehe data. AII infornrat,ion received frcllr the
que8tionnaires will be reported J.n group form and your identiEy will
not be revealed in any way. Otrly the reaearcher and the advieor wLlL

have acce8a to the coq)Iet,ed quest,ionnaLres. Ttte Etudy wil1 be
colrpleted by Uay 15, 1995. There 1s no coqpensaEion for you conpleting
the sunrey. Although there ia no dLrect benefiE to you in comqlleting
Ehe quesEionnaire, you will be helping to advance nursing research in
the area of nurges' sork environmenEs and the effects of hospital
restructuring. It is hoped that the Btudy wlll. eventually be

pubtiBhed.

I

t

o

confl-dentiatiEy
You wLlL remain anonlznous throughout Ehe sEudy and your responsea
uiII be reported in group form only. rtre recorda of this study riU be
kept in a locked file, seen only by the reaearcher and the advisor.
ftre Etudy witl be concluded no later than t'ay 15, 1995. In any report,a
published, Ehere will be no iaforrnat,ion included whlch a1lons you to be

idenEified, individually, in any w;ay.

Volunta.ry Nature of the SEUdy
Your decision whether or not to part,icipate wirr not affect, your
current or future relations with Augsburg college or wit,h
. If you decide to parE,icipat,e, you are free to withdraw at
any t,ime without af fecting Ehose rerationships.
Cont,acts and Ouestlons

o

o

I wlll be at the hospital on Saturday, March 18, 1995 and Sunday,
19, 1995 to anawer any quest,J.ona and addreas concerna. I am firdy
Reeve, RN, BSN and I can be reached at,
aE auly t,ilne
during the Btudy. Lucie Ferrell, N, pltD is my advtsor and can be
reached at AugEt urg college xursing DelErtnEnt, at (G.L2, 330-1215.
Pl.ease ask any questione you halre now and feel free to contact, either
one of ua at, any polnt, durlng the study.

tr[arch

thiB surmary for your recordB. If you ui8h Eo
participate in the aEudy, please conpleEe the at,Eached questlonnaire
and place it, In the e relope available on your nursing station by
lltrcb 23, 1995. I uiU co[rE peraonally to pick up the ccrpleted
You may keep

o

quesEioruraires

.

Thank you

for your consideraEion.
-1
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Data GaEhering Inst.rument

t
Hurses' Perceptions of their Work Environment
Questionnaire

t

I

I

I . Gender: Female_Hale_

2. Aqe:
3. Humber of years as a Registered t{urse_
4 . Educational Preparation: AD-DipIoma-BS/BA NursingGraduate Degree-Other ( please state )5. ilumber of years at this hospital6. Hunber of years worlring onlin this unit7. Type of uni +
8. Humber of hours worked per pay period9. Shift worked (please give start and stop tines)
Please consider the following items and indicate if and how each

changed as a result of restructuring in your hospital I
rrHrT sIB,ucTrrRE

t

10.
11.
L2.
L3

.

Change in uy physical environment: Yes,
ttre change ?
Change in nunb€r of support staffl
Increase Decreaae_ . No Change_
Change in numbar of RHs:

Increase_Decrease_Ho Change_
in nunber of total staff:
Increase-Decreare-Ho Change-

Yes, what was tlre change?

HISTRATM

S'ItsUerURE

18. Change in uy direct supenrisor: Yes-Ho19. Change in higher adninistration of hospital: Yes Ho20. Change in organizational comtrunication:
l{ore Effective-Less Effective-I{o Change21. Change in my decision naking authority:
l,Iore_Less_Ho Change

PATTEHT CARF

t

Change in type of patients on ny unit: Ies Ho-If
please descr
23. Change in patient acuity; Increased-Decreased-Ho
24. Change in cooperation amon{J departuents:

22

.

I*lore cooperation-Less cooperation-Ho
?,5. Change in quality of patient care:

t
f

rrag

15. ttBunpinfltt of less senior RNs by Eore senior Rils: Yes No16. l{y unit was closed-l,terged with another unit-No ChangeL7 . t{y friends were laid off-Reassigmed-Ho ChangeApMr

t

Yes, what

Change

14. Change in staffing uix: Yes_Ho-If

o

l{o-If

Yes,
Change

change-

Increased-Decreased-Ho ChangeFaster_Slorer-Ho Change27 . Change in amount of time I spend with patients:
Increased-Desreased-Ho Change

26. Change in response time of ancillary serrrices (e.9. Iab, Xray):

L

I
WORI( CHANGES

t

t

28. Reassignment of non-nursing taslcs performed by Rl{s to someone
else: Yes _No_If yes , to whom?
29. Reassj,grnmen t of RN responsibilities to soueone other than RH:
Yes-Ho-rf Yes I to whou?
30. Elinination of unnecessary or repetitive tasks: Yes l{ o_
31. Change in RH j ob descri pti on ! Yes_Ho_
32. Change in LPH job descr ipt ion: Yes I{o33. Change in HA job description: yes Ho_
3{. Change in the way care is delivered:
l[ore Effective_Lesis Effective_Ho Change
35. change in use of technolog:f : t{ore Less_l{o change_
PROFESSIOHAL ISSUES

o

t

35. change in uu ability to control uy nursing practice:
Hore Control Less Control. Ho Change_
37 . change in tru authority to determine patient care:
l,tore_Less_l{o Change_
38. Change in amount of support I receive frorn supervisors:
llore_Less No Change_
39. change in qy job security: llore_tees_Ho change_
40. Change J.n professional relationships hetween me and phyeicians:
lIore Collegial LeEs Collegial. . .-Ho Change_
41. change in ny ethical responsibilities
to patiente:
![ore Issues_Fewer Issuee_I{o Change_
PERSOHAL ISSUES

42. Change in interpersonal relationships anong RI{e, LPHs, and ilAs:
ltore Collegial L€sB Collegial '.t{o Change_

I

43- change in ur norare: Better-tforse_rro change_
44. Change in unit stress level:

.

I nc re as

ed_Decreas ed_t{o Chanqe
-

in aruorrnt of corlnuni cation by rutror or grapevine:
Increased_Decreased Ho Chanoe
46. Change in trg salary or benef its: Yes Ho-If Yes, please
45

Change

J

explain:

t

47.

How would

you describe the

in itens 10 through 46?

effect of the changes you identified

e

o

t

2

a
do you think restructuring has affected you, personally?
Please be specific.

48.

How

49.

How

I

I

o

do you feel about the restructuring changes that
occurred? Please be specific.

have

I

a

50. To shat degree war your input sought throughout tlre
restructuring?
o

a)
b)
e)
d)
e)

Always

Usually_
SornetinesInfreguently_
tlever_

51. To what degree do you thinlc that your input was utilized?

o

a) A1rays
b) UsuaIIy_
c) Souetiuead) Infrequentlye) Hever_
5-2. Hon do you feel about your current work environnent?

) very positiveb ) Positivea

t

Heutral_
Hegative_
e ) Very negative-

c)
d)
.J

t

3

a

often do you consider leaving the profession of nursing?
a) Often_
b) Sonetines_
c) Rarely_
d) A1most never_
54. Wfiat factors inf luence whether you remain in nursing or not?
53.

t

How

o

55. Hor often do you consider changing your current job?

o

a)
b)
c)
d)

Often_
Sometimes_
Rarely_
Alnost never_
55. I{hat factors inf luence whether you remain in your current
or not?

I

t
57. Please include any other

comments you

wish to

o

t

o
Thank you

o

for partlcipating!
4
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